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Important Notes: This is only a summary-style slide presentation, provided as 
general information to clients and friends of Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP. It 
should not be construed as, and does not constitute, legal advice on any specific 
matter or set of facts (nor does it create an attorney-client relationship). 

The Russia sanctions regime is quite complex. Many of its provisions overlap with 
one another, and are otherwise subject to varying interpretations and application. 
Thus, legal advice should be sought for each specific situation. (Even official 
FAQs or other “guidelines” published by  the relevant government agencies are 
subject to change or withdrawal – and are, in any event, alone neither dispositive 
or sufficient for pursuing a particular course of action.)

We have made reasonable efforts to assure that this presentation is current up to 
the day before the date appearing on the cover page.  Also, the links provided 
from outside sources are subject to expiration or change.

© 2020 Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP. All Rights Reserved. 



What’s Newest

United States

• Biden victory, and impending January inauguration, presents real questions as to 
further direction of the Russia sanctions
– Biden himself has always talked tough on Russia and on Putin (including during this 

election campaign)

– And so have his Secretary of State and National Security Advisor nominees (who were 
Obama Admin. proponents of the sanctions initiation in 2014 and follow-on tightenings)

– Thus, Biden won’t have to “prove” his tough-on-Russia credentials, as Trump has had to …

 and there’s not much talk now of Russian election interference (with Biden’s win) 

 but he’ll still have to avoid being/appearing as soft on Russia

– Wild card factors

 Senate still likely to be Republican-controlled (pending Georgia run-off results in early January)

 Democrats in Congress have been relatively more sanctions-happy (blaming Russia for Trump’s 
2016 victory etc.) – will this calm down at all now, or not? 

– And of course, depends in no small part on Russia’s actions going forward

• Pending/possible new sanctions in Trump’s remaining term?
– New laws? (though seems unlikely) – see slide 69

 possible revival / adjustment / passage of DASKA Act (DASKAA), latest draft from Dec. 2019

 further tough sanctions package proposed in June 2020 by Task Force of Republican Study Comm. 
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What’s Newest (cont’d)

– And at least three more new sanctions bills have been introduced in Congress most 
recently (no real forward movement on any of them to date) 

 10 Sept. proposed “Russia Bounty Response Act of 2020” – by Sen. Menendez and five other 
Democratic senators (keying on the Afghanistan bounty payment allegations, and containing 
a wide range of proposed sanctions consequences – see press release and full text)

 24 Sept. proposed “Holding Russia Accountable for Malign Activities Act of 2020” – by three 
Democratic senators and Republican Sens. Rubio and Romney (keying on the Navalny
poisoning – less elaborate, see press release and full text)

 1 Oct. proposed “Safeguarding Elections by Countering Unchallenged Russia Efforts” 
(SECURE) Act by five House representatives (like DASKAA, would impose broader restrictions 
on US persons dealing in Russian sovereign debt than are in the current CBW Act (see slides 
64-68), including Central Bank or Treasury bonds and certain FX swap agreements – with 
some exceptions for shortest-term debt (see press release and full text) 

– There are also related bipartisan congressional calls for possible further Navalny-
related sanctions against Russia under the existing CBW Act itself

 see most recently 18 Nov. House of Representatives resolution, following 8 Sept. 
release/letter from two prominent congressmen to President Trump

 but such new CBW Act sanctions may well not materialize before Biden takes office 
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https://www.menendez.senate.gov/news-and-events/press/menendez-shaheen-durbin-blumenthal-merkley-duckworth-introduce-russia-bounty-response-act-of-2020
https://www.foreign.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/DAV20D74.pdf
https://www.coons.senate.gov/news/press-releases/senators-target-russian-officials-involved-in-navalny-poisoning
https://www.coons.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/09.24.2020%20Russia%20bill.pdf
https://sherman.house.gov/media-center/press-releases/sherman-and-waters-introduce-the-secure-act-to-end-russian-interference
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/BILLS-116hr8495ih/pdf/BILLS-116hr8495ih.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-resolution/1145/text
https://foreignaffairs.house.gov/press-releases?ContentRecord_id=7F32EBF8-2824-4566-ADBF-04EE97FD7594
https://foreignaffairs.house.gov/_cache/files/8/7/876c8474-fecd-44c9-bac2-18227e5d523c/A48E156710159AE6D24B678557DFA785.9-3-2020.-ele-mcc-letter-to-white-house-navalny.pdf


What’s Newest (cont’d)

• Tightening sanctions aimed at Russia’s Nord Stream 2 (“NS2”) gas export pipeline 

– Pending new “Protecting Europe's Energy Security Clarification Act” (PEESCA): comprising section 1242 
(pp. 1421-1425) of draft National Defense Authorization Act for 2021 (NDAA 2021) – slightly differing 
Senate and House versions have been reconciled in Conference Committee as of 3 Dec.

– The House passed this on 8 Dec. with veto-proof majority; awaits Senate vote – and then further White 
House (Trump veto threat) action, etc. 

– Will clarify/expand the anti-NS2 measures adopted in Dec. 2019 (NDAA 2020 – see slides 62-63) by, among 
other things, extending the reach to foreign companies that

 facilitate the sale, lease or provision of (in addition to selling, leasing or providing) NS2 (and TS2) pipe-laying vessels

 provide necessary or essential underwriting services, insurance, reinsurance for such vessels 

 provide necessary or essential services or facilities for technological upgrades or installation of welding equipment, or 
retrofitting or tethering of such vessels 

 provide necessary or essential pipeline testing, inspection or certification  

– But there is a stated exception for EU, EU member states, Norway, Switzerland and UK gov’ts, and any gov’t 
entity of any of them that is not operating as a business enterprise 

 and the President may waive sanctions if he finds it is in national interest and submits such finding to Congress

 and required consultations with EU member states and Norway, Switzerland and UK before imposing any such sanctions 

– These amending provisions would be effective retroactive to the NDAA 2020’s Dec. 2019 in-force date

– NDAA 2020 (and Senator Cruz’s follow-on 18 Dec. 2019 threat letter) had real effects 

 on NS2 very much so – the undersea pipe-laying for which wasn’t quite complete: the contractor Allseas immediately 
suspended pipe-laying and then announced that it would not resume work (and it hasn’t / evidently won’t)

 supplemented the pre-existing (and now further stiffened) CAATSA sec. 232 (see next slide and slide 53) – but aimed 
specifically at pipe-laying vessels and foreign persons participating in this
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https://docs.house.gov/billsthisweek/20201207/CRPT-116hrpt617.pdf
https://www.cruz.senate.gov/files/documents/Letters/2019.12.18%20Letter%20to%20Allseas%20CEO.pdf


What’s Newest (cont’d)

– The CAATSA sec. 232 related impactful development: 15 July 2020 State Dep’t amendment of Oct. 2017 Guidance 

 removes key grandfathering carve-out for pipeline projects (such as NS2) that were underway upon CAATSA’s August 2017 enactment 

 also removes the carve-out for investments and loan agreements made before August 2017 – thus seemingly now exposing the 
participating European energy companies and other “finance partners” to risk of section 232 sanctions 

 but accompanying new State Dep’t FAQs somewhat soften this aggressive new stance – by indicating that such pre-July 2020 
participation as such will not be targeted (see FAQs 3-5)

 the FAQs also stress intended CAATSA 232 application to proposed TurkStream second line (TS2) as well

– And now State Dep’t 20 Oct. guidance on PEESA (thus “jumping the gun” on anticipated PEESCA / NDAA 2021 
enactment)

 clarifying that knowingly providing vessels for construction of such project “may cover foreign firms or persons who provide certain 
services or goods that are necessary or essential to the provision of operation of a [pipelaying vessel]”

 including “providing services or facilities for upgrades or installation of equipment for those vessels, or funding for upgrades or 
installation of equipment for those vessels”

– Further in this regard

 Russia’s reported intent to complete NS2 (even possibly restarting work this month)

 having readied its own pipe laying vessel (“Akademik Cherskiy”) and support vessels, and gotten permission to work in Denmark’s sea zone

 but the tightening US sanctions (by law and executive guidances) continue to scare off non-Russian supporting participation (by insurers and 
most recently DNV-GL, the leading Norway-based certification agency) – thus causing further delay

 this on top of direct threat letter of 5 August 2020 from Senator Cruz and two others to executives of the German port that has been 
serving as staging area for completion of NS2 (which has triggered considerable backlash in Germany) – and other US anti-NS2
diplomatic pressure continues to date

 possible EU countermeasures under consideration (including conceivable application of blocking statute)

 various views in German gov’t – mostly pro-NS2, but also some fresh opposition sparked by the Navalny poisoning

 note Germany’s reported offer earlier this year to finance receiving terminals for US LNG in exchange for the USG dropping its 
opposition to / sanctions against NS2

 but also a most recent reported idea (apparently inspired by the gov’t entity exception in PEESCA – see slide 7) of a German regional 
environmental fund that would funnel help for the project

– Not clear whether Biden Admin. could reach accommodation with Germany that would allow NS2 to be completed

– See generally the US Congressional Research Service report of 28 Sept. 2020 on NS2
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https://www.state.gov/updated-public-guidance-for-section-232-of-the-countering-americas-adversaries-through-sanctions-act-caatsa/
https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/PEESA-Public-Guidance.pdf
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/4603214
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-11-11/nord-stream-2-sanctions-to-be-included-in-u-s-defense-bill
https://1prime.ru/energy/20201126/832432985.html
https://www.cruz.senate.gov/files/documents/Letters/2020.08.05%20Final%20Mukran%20Port%20Letter.pdf
https://www.ft.com/content/3d028b63-31da-450e-ae73-13b25ecd0032
https://112.international/politics/germany-finds-loophole-to-finish-constructing-nord-stream-2-56975.html
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/IF/IF11138


What’s Newest (cont’d)

• 9 Sept. OFAC Settlement Agreement with a US affiliate of a leading European bank for processing various USD payments 
involving two SDN-designated entities under the Russia sanctions program: the bank’s diligence lapses are highlighted 

• 8 July OFAC Settlement Agreement with world-leading US e-commerce company for deliveries to customers in Crimea 
(and Iran and Syria) 

• US Dep’t of Justice announcement on 18 Nov. of guilty plea agreement with Russian company and its owner, for their 
part in conspiracy to evade Commerce Dep’t-administered trade sanctions against Russia (see slides 27-28) – attempted 
export of American-made turbine for use in Russian Arctic offshore oil drilling

– This news follows the Dec. 2019 announced indictment of several Russian, Italian and US companies and persons (including 
the individual now convicted/sentenced) for this

– And announced June 2020 two years prison for Italian business owner convicted of being at the center of the conspiracy 

• Some other latest OFAC enforcement actions teaching caution in/toward Russia (some involving exports/shipments 
through third country / front company to Russia (or other prohibited country or buyer – see slide 32)

• Some new SDN designations

– 23 Oct. designation of a Russian gov’t research institute, under CAATSA section 224 (see slides 43 and 51 below), for 
deploying malware that has been targeting industrial safety systems in the US and elsewhere

– 23 Sept. designations of various entities and persons relating to (i) Yevgeniy Prigozhin’s interests in Africa, and 
(ii) material/tech support for the FSB (Okeanos of Russia, and Optima Freight and others of Finland)

– 10 Sept. designations of an alleged Russian agent (member of Ukrainian parliament) and three Russians linked with the 
St. Petersburg-based IRA (already SDN-designated) for election interference

– See more at slide 43 below

• And more notable new secondary sanctions-related actions (again, not all relating to Russia – but to be kept in mind as 
fresh warnings) – see slides 11 and 44

• See also July 2020 Senate committee report – The Art Industry and U.S. Policies That Undermine Sanctions 

• And 19 Oct. 2020 US Justice Dept. announcement of criminal indictment of several individuals, including current and 
former Aeroflot employees, for smuggling over $50 million worth of US electronics goods from aboard Aeroflot flights 
from NY to Russia, in violation of US export control and other laws (not a sanctions case, but notable nonetheless) 
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https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20200909
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/126/20200708_amazon.pdf
https://files.lbr.cloud/public/2020-11/S.D.%20Ga.%2019-cr-00150%20dckt%20000184_001%20filed%202020-11-18.pdf?W2gAjsNRfKh8_hEwFU_sJ9Wz6NIbJRxn=
https://www.courthousenews.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/wmo-indictment.pdf
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdga/pr/italian-national-sentenced-federal-prison-attempting-evade-us-national-security-trade
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20201023
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1133
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1118
https://www.hsgac.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/2020-07-29%20PSI%20Staff%20Report%20-%20The%20Art%20Industry%20and%20U.S.%20Policies%20that%20Undermine%20Sanctions.pdf
https://www.justice.gov/usao-edny/pr/ten-individuals-charged-50-million-russian-smuggling-scheme


What’s Newest (cont’d)

• OFAC 16 July 2020 further general license extensions – and also expansion – to 22 Jan. 2021 
on dealings with the major automotive co. GAZ Group (another Deripaska assets)

– GL 13O: for divestment / transfer of debt and equity holdings etc.

– GL 15I: for maintenance/wind-down of pre-existing commercial relations – but also allowing a broad range 
of new commercial activities with GAZ and its controlled entities (and imposing new regular reporting 
requirements on GAZ – including monthly certifications that the Group is not acting for or on behalf of 
Deripaska or other SDN, and that control is in the hands of the Board and shareholders) 

– Also OFAC July 2020 related amendments to several FAQs

– This may indicate that negotiations for delisting of GAZ (left as SDN when RUSAL, En+ and EuroSibEnergo
were delisted in Jan. 2019 – see slide 35) have progressed meaningfully (perhaps as Deripaska decontrol 
is being worked out – or otherwise; see this interesting analysis) 

• Status of challenges to SDN or CAATSA sec. 241 designation of certain “oligarchs”

– OFAC notified Mr. Deripaska in Jan. 2020 that he is unlikely to be delisted (see letter and news report), 
and OFAC formally denied his request in March 2020 (see federal court case current status report)

– Mr. Vekselberg’s delisting application is apparently still pending – and see also the Sept. 2020 decision
dismissing US federal court complaint by Vekselberg-associated US investors (more on slide 36)

– And reported 3 Dec. Swiss court decision rejecting Vekselberg co. claim against bank to unblock USD 
funds (see slide 60)

– Jan. 2020 news report of an Asian gov’t declining to go forward on a proposed project with a Russian co. 
– apparently just because its principal is on the Oligarchs List (see slides 56-57) – but most recently 
reported to be  going forward despite this 

• OFAC’s March 2020 SDN-delisting of Mr. Khudainatov’s NNK and a sub. (had been designated in 
2017 for shipping petroleum products to North Korea)
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https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20200320.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20200722.aspx
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/new-atlanticist/the-curious-case-of-the-us-treasury-and-gaz-group/
http://prod-upp-image-read.ft.com/0aae5958-4f3c-11ea-95a0-43d18ec715f5
https://www.ft.com/content/20b95b2c-4e6e-11ea-95a0-43d18ec715f5
https://www.courtlistener.com/recap/gov.uscourts.dcd.205241/gov.uscourts.dcd.205241.25.0.pdf
https://law.justia.com/cases/federal/district-courts/new-york/nysdce/1:2019cv06139/518560/77/
https://russiabusinesstoday.com/energy/russias-tmk-hits-hurdle-in-pakistan-over-lahore-karachi-gas-pipeline/
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm924


What’s Newest (cont’d)

• Recent measures under Venezuela and Iran sanctions programs – possible effects on/for Russia
– Venezuela

 Rosneft’s sale of all its Venezuela assets – after its two Swiss subs, Rosneft Trading S.A. and TNK Trading International 
S.A., were SDN-designated in Feb.-March 2020 (along with RT’s Chairman and President) for buying/trading Venezuela 
crude; and then announcement that Rosneft is closing down these subs because of the SDN-related disruption caused 
(and new Swiss trading co., Energopole S.A., has been established by Rosneft)

 further 2020 designation of several shipping companies and individual vessels, for having carried Venezuelan crude – no 
Russian ones yet, but also could have some Russia reverberations – see this Nov. 2020 investigative press report

 and most recent 30 Nov. designation of CEIEC, a leading Chinese telecoms-tech company, for alleged cyber assistance to 
Venezuelan state telecoms company in stifling political dissent – see OFAC press release

– Iran 
 two subs of a Chinese state shipping giant, SDN-designated in Sept. 2019 for carrying Iranian crude – then one delisted in 

Jan. 2020, resolving a fallout effect on carriage of Novatek’s Yamal LNG project cargos (see slide 44)

 further new Iran sanctions aimed at the refining and petrochemicals, mining & metals, manufacturing, construction, and 
textiles sectors (e.g., EO 13902 of Jan. 2020 and various related designations since then (including 17 Sept. 2020)) –
could have effects for Russia / require heightened caution by Russian companies

 and see OFAC 8 Oct. announcement of SDN designations of several Iranian banks, and related general licenses and FAQs

– And various new Russian co. designations under North Korea sanctions regimes as well (19 Nov. and 24 Nov. 
2020) – and see 8 Dec. designations of (non-Russia) entities and vessels for carrying North Korea coal

• Also note these other provisions in the NDAA 2020 and 2021 (see slides 7 above and 62 below)
– Venezuela sanctions (NDAA 2020, section 890 et seq.), including US Defense Dep’t procurement restrictions for any 

company (and its corporate group) that does unlicensed business with any Venezuelan Gov’t authority/agency/entity

– Syria sanctions (NDAA 2020, section 7401 et seq.), requiring imposition of sanctions on non-US persons that 
knowingly engage with the Gov’t of Syria (and its owned/controlled entities) in certain ways, including … facilitating 
the maintenance or expansion of Syria’s domestic production of natural gas, petroleum, or petroleum products

– North Korea sanctions (NDAA 2020, section 7101 et seq.) which could also have enhanced consequences for Russian 
companies and financial institutions

– Turkey sanctions mandate (impending NDAA 2021, section 1241), for purchase of Russian S-400 missile system (see 
slide 42) 

• And see OFAC’s 14 May 2020 Guidance to Address Illicit Shipping and Sanctions Evasion Practices
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https://www.reuters.com/article/us-russia-oil-rosneft-exclusive/exclusive-rosneft-replaces-sanctioned-trading-arm-with-new-one-sources-idUSKBN23B0M7https:/www.reuters.com/article/us-russia-oil-rosneft-exclusive/exclusive-rosneft-replaces-sanctioned-trading-arm-with-new-one-sources-idUSKBN23B0M7
https://www.hellenicshippingnews.com/phantom-oil-buyers-in-russia-advice-from-iran-help-venezuela-skirt-sanctions/
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1194
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Documents/13902.pdf
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20200917
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1147
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1189
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-11-25/pdf/2020-26000.pdf
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20201208
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Documents/05142020_global_advisory_v1.pdf


What’s Newest (cont’d)

• BIS (Commerce Dep’t) 

– Feb. 2020 final rule tightening some Country Group designations – affecting some 
exports and reexports to Russia (based on missile, nuclear, and chemical & 
biological weapons proliferation concerns)

– April 2020 publication of two final rules (effective 29 June 2020) and one proposed 
rule (also now issued as final rule) targeting national-security-controlled exports and 
re-exports to Russia, China and Venezuela, as follows

 elimination of Civil End-Users (“CIV”) license exception

 the CIV had allowed exports of items controlled for national security reasons to a few countries 
including Russia, if for civilian end use, per simple confirmation by internal due diligence

 this benefitted US companies in some high-tech sectors such as semiconductor, sensors, telecom, 
aircraft, other advanced manufacture

 but US exporters and enforcement officials have been finding it increasingly difficult to distinguish 
between military and commercial sectors in destination countries including Russia

 now exports previously authorized by the CIV exception will require a specific license from BIS, 
regardless of end use/user (unless another license exception applies) – this presumably affects the 
civil-use exception recognized under the two rounds of CBW Act sanctions (see slides 64-68)

 thus US companies may need longer lead time for such sales (and need to evaluate related 
technology transfer arrangements)
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https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-02-24/pdf/2020-02941.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-04-28/pdf/2020-07240.pdf


What’s Newest (cont’d)

• BIS (Commerce Dep’t) – cont’d

 expansion of military end-use and end-user restrictions – further complicating US companies’ business

 expands requirement to obtain specific licenses for export to military end users/uses in Russia (and China and Venezuela)

 covers wide range of potential dual-use items (there is already a blanket policy of denial for defense articles for these 
countries)

 adopts regional stability controls for certain exports to Russia; and adds a new reporting requirement for controlled items

 and see related new FAQs 1-32 re the subject changes to EAR section 744.21

 And now-final rule eliminating re-export authorizations APR 

 to remove a provision of License Exception Additional Permissive Re-exports (“APR”) for a small group of countries incl. 
Russia

 namely, would eliminate some permissive re-exports of sensitive US items to Russia (and some other countries) based on 
approval by one of certain close ally countries – “due to variations in how the United States and its partners … perceive the 
threat caused by the increasing integration of civilian and military technology development in countries of concern”

 March 2020 Entity List additions for Russia (see slide 29) 

• Note also recent US gov’t multi-pronged measures aimed against several PRC state companies 
perceived to be linked to the military – could have effects for Russian companies

– BIS 26 August 2020 designation of 24 PRC companies to its Entity List (ref. slide 28)

– US Defense Dep’t 3 Dec. designation of newest fourth tranche of “Communist Chinese military 
companies” (with link there to the previous designations from earlier this year)

– And related new Executive Order 13959 of 12 Nov., banning transactions by US persons in publicly 
traded securities of entities identified as such (and our related lawflash here)
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https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/regulations-docs/federal-register-notices/federal-register-2020/2545-85-fr-23459/file
https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/pdfs/2566-2020-meu-faq/file
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/04/28/2020-07241/expansion-of-export-reexport-and-transfer-in-country-controls-for-military-end-use-or-military-end
https://www.commerce.gov/news/press-releases/2020/08/commerce-department-adds-24-chinese-companies-entity-list-helping-build
https://www.defense.gov/Newsroom/Releases/Release/Article/2434513/dod-releases-list-of-additional-companies-in-accordance-with-section-1237-of-/
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-11-17/pdf/2020-25459.pdf
https://www.morganlewis.com/pubs/2020/11/implications-of-the-new-executive-order-prohibiting-transactions-in-publicly-traded-securities-of-chinese-military-companies


European Union / UK

• Routine sanctions extensions: Crimea to 23 June 2021, sectoral to 31 Jan. 2021, blacklist to 15 March 2021) –
see slide 18

• ECJ (EU’s highest court) decisions of 25 June 2020 rejecting VTB and VEB and 17 Sept. 2020 rejecting Rosneft
final appeals from the EU’s imposition of sanctions against them

• EU Commission Opinion of 19 June 2020 re financial and other transactions with non-designated entities owned 
or otherwise controlled by a designated (i.e., blocked) person – this ruling not being specific to the Russia 
sanctions (see slide 82)

• EU Council Reg. and Decision of 14 Oct. designating six Russian gov’t officials (including the FSB head) under 
2018 chemical weapons proliferation/use regulation, in connection with the Navalny poisoning 

• UK / Brexit: EU sanctions remain in effect in the UK until at least 31 Dec. 2020, but

– UK adopted its own Russia sanctions in April 2019, effective 31 Jan. 2020 (see slide 83); similar to the EU sanctions, but some 
differences 

– Now a fresh June 2020 UK “Guidance for the financial and investment restrictions” re the Russia sanctions: updates the 
original May 2019 Guidance, and now with UK FAQs (see slide 84)

– And most recent Nov. 2020 House of Lords letter inquiry and Foreign Secretary response re UK sanctions policy post-31 Dec. 
2020 transition period

– Also the new “UK Magnitsky Act” of July 2020 – see slide 84 below

– UK gov’t has also announced intention to crack down on Russian oligarchs’ “money laundering” in/through UK

• Some EU consideration of responsive measures to the US anti-Nord Stream 2 sanctions (and see slide 8)

• Recent court decisions of note – not involving Russia sanctions but relevance by analogy (and see slide 60)

– English Commercial Court decision of 4 Nov., rejecting PDVSA’s defense of US-sanctions-based inability to repay USD loan 
amounts to a bank 

– Paris Court of Appeal (International Commercial Chamber) fresh Dec. 2020 decision rejecting French contractor’s defensive 
reliance on US secondary sanctions re contract with Iranian entity 

• EU states are reported to be testing new INSTEX system as alternative to USD dealings (this concerns the Iran 
sanctions but still noteworthy – and also pending new Biden Admin. policy toward Iran)
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What’s Newest (cont’d)

http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=227736&pageIndex=0&doclang=en&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=6728558
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=227737&pageIndex=0&doclang=FR&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=8708731
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf;jsessionid=21B8C9BC8C20D8E590BF244F1A3860AB?text=&docid=231202&pageIndex=0&doclang=EN&mode=req&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=5587714
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/200619-opinion-financial-sanctions_en.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=OJ:L:2020:341:FULL&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32020D1482
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/892741/OFSI_-_Russia_guidance_-_June_2020.pdf
https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/3385/documents/32390/default/
https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/3889/documents/38941/default/
https://www.businessinsider.com/read-russia-report-reveals-putin-interference-uk-politics-finance-2020-7
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-eu-sanctions-nordstream/eu-prepares-response-to-nord-stream-u-s-sanctions-threat-idUSKBN24026K
https://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/Comm/2020/2937.html
https://www.cours-appel.justice.fr/sites/default/files/2020-06/03.06.2020%2C%20CCIP-CA%2C%20RG%201907261%2C%20Sentence%20arbitrale%20internationale.pdf
https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage/64796/chairs-statement-following-28-june-2019-meeting-joint-commission-joint-comprehensive-plan_en


Russia
• Controversial new anti-sanctions dispute law – came into effect 19 June 2020

– Seeks to force into Russian court many disputes involving Russian (and other) sanctioned 
persons/entities … whether or not the dispute relates to the sanctions

– And provides for Russian court to issue anti-suit injunction against proceedings in foreign 
courts or arbitral tribunals, and to award damages up to amount of damages claimed by 
foreign party in proceedings abroad

– See our Lawflash of 10 June 2020; some limited court practice is developing since then

• See slides 85-89 for other enacted and pending further countermeasures against 
US/EU sanctions (and Ukraine) 
– Including new draft amendments (re asset blocking, and low 25% control threshold, etc.) to 

Special Economic Measures Law

– And note possibility of further reaction to existing and pending further US Nord Stream 2 
sanctions

• Continuing reports of Russian companies (including oil producers) trying to move 
away from USD to Euro (or other currencies) for deals having no other US link – see 
slides 20 and 74 below

• And Gov’t moving to direct pension and similar funds away from banks that are under 
or are supporting anti-Russian sanctions

• New threat of additional Russian sanctions against some European persons (Belarus-
related)
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What’s Newest (cont’d)

https://rg.ru/2020/06/11/arbitraj-dok.html
https://www.morganlewis.com/pubs/new-russian-law-allows-sanctioned-parties-to-move-contract-disputes-to-russian-court
https://www.mid.ru/web/guest/foreign_policy/news/-/asset_publisher/cKNonkJE02Bw/content/id/4366068?p_p_id=101_INSTANCE_cKNonkJE02Bw&_101_INSTANCE_cKNonkJE02Bw_languageId=en_GB


Basic Framework – US/EU 

United States

• Treasury Dep't (Office of Foreign Assets Control – OFAC) “sectoral” sanction Directives – as amended to date, 
most recently in Aug. 2018 (based on EO 13662 from March 2014) 

– Generally applies only to “US persons” (citizens and US permanent residents) wherever located, any persons / entities in the 
US, US companies (including branches abroad), and US subs / branches of foreign companies

– But may also be applied to non-US persons anywhere, for activity that causes (i) US persons to violate or (ii) a violation to 
occur within the US – this expansive application being somewhat controversial 

– And all the SDN designations / sanctions are also under OFAC (based on EOs 13660, 13661 etc. of 2014)

– And Treasury’s further expansive secondary sanctions authorities under CAATSA (slides 47-61)

– Feb. 2020 Notice (by President Trump) of Continuation of the National Emergency with Respect to Ukraine – routine annual 
required extension on which the relevant EOs are based

• Commerce Dep't (Bureau of Industry and Security – BIS) export restrictions – 15 CFR §746.5, “Russian 
Industry Sector Sanctions”, amended most recently Dec. 2017

– Applies to activities of any “US person” or within the US 

– And also to US-origin goods, technology, software etc. or foreign-produced goods with sufficient US-origin controlled content, 
wherever located 

– See also 15 CFR §744.10 (Restriction on certain entities in Russia), §744.19 (Denial of BIS licenses for sanctioned countries 
or entities), and §744.21 (Restrictions on military end users in Russia – see slide 13)

– Note: there may well be overlapping OFAC and BIS licensing and enforcement authority – and thus thorough analysis of both 
sets of rules (and perhaps authorizations from both agencies) re same proposed transaction may be required in some cases 

• State Dep't

– Has primary authority for certain sections of CAATSA (see slide 48); and contributing authority for most other Russia-related 
sanctions (now including those under the CBW Act – see next slide)

– Also has had / will continue to have important behind-the-scenes role in inter-agency consultations on Treasury / Commerce 
application of OFAC- and BIS-administered sanctions in general
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https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/text-notice-continuation-national-emergency-respect-ukraine-2/
https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/regulation-docs/420-part-746-embargoes-and-other-special-controls/file


Basic Framework – US/EU (cont’d)

• CAATSA enacted August 2017 (and State / Treasury Guidelines of Oct. 2017) – and see:

– Full summary discussion at slides 47-61

– The Jan. 2018 CAATSA-based Reports/Lists for Congress (see slides 56-57)

– And note the Sept. 2018 CAATSA-implementing EO (see slide 58), and proposed DASKA Act would 
further broaden CAATSA (see slides 5 and 70) … and CAATSA sec. 232 scope recently expanded 
(see slide 8)

– Various cyber- and defense-related CAATSA secondary-sanctions designations of Russian / other 
foreign entities to date (see slides 41-43 and 51-52)

• Crimea-focused EO 13685 of 19 Dec. 2014 … and Crimea-related SDNs

– Near-total embargo (as for Cuba), OFAC-administered, amended most recently in Sept. 2019

– Related BIS implementing rules of 29 Jan. 2015 

– And OFAC Sept. 2019 Crimea-related SDN designations (see slide 46)

• Russian export pipeline sanctions – especially against Nord Stream 2 (CAATSA section 232, 
NDAA 2020 and further proposed statutory measures, see slides 7-8, 53 and 62-63)

• CBW Act application to Russia of 2018-2019 (two rounds, see slides 64-68 – and possibly 
more soon, per the Navalny poisoning) – involves Treasury, Commerce and State Depts.

• Application of various Iran, Venezuela, Syria, and North Korea sanctions (including against 
some Russian companies) authorized by a web of laws and executive orders (see slides 33, 
41, 43, 48 and 50 below)

Bottom line: US Russia-sanctions analysis is now like peeling an ever more complex onion!
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https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2015/01/29/2015-01638/russian-sanctions-licensing-policy-for-the-crimea-region-of-ukraine


Basic Framework – US/EU (cont’d)

European Union

• EU Council Reg. No. 833/2014 of 31 July 2014 – as amended and (several times, most recently by Reg No. 2019/1163 
of 5 July 2019

– Applies to EU nationals and companies

– Or anything happening in whole or part within EU territory 

– Or involving an EU-registered aircraft / vessel

– Currently in effect to 31 Jan. 2021 (extended as of 29 June 2020) 

• Commission Guidance Note (16 Dec. 2014, last amended 25 Aug. 2017) on application of certain provisions (the “EU 
Guidance Note”)

• And SDN-like “blacklist” Reg. No. 269/2014 of 17 March 2014 

– And updates since then (incl. re the Siemens turbines scandal and re the Kerch bridge – see slides 82-83)

– Currently in effect to 15 March 2021 (most recently extended on 10 Sept. 2020)

• And, re Crimea 

– EU Council Reg. No. 692/2014 of 23 June 2014 – as amended by Reg. No. 825/2014 of 30 July 2014, and 
Reg. No. 1351/2014 of 19 Dec. 2014 (last extended on 18 June 2020 – now in effect to 23 June 2021)

– Hits investments in oil & gas and other mineral resources E&P, power, transport, telecoms

– And further ban on business in various other sectors – see slide 81 for detail

• EU Council Reg. No. 2018/1542 of 15 Oct. 2018, Concerning Restrictive Measures Against Proliferation and 
Use of Chemical Weapons; and implementing measures naming Russians as violators (incl. most recent – slide 14)

• Post-Brexit UK:  see slides 71 and 82-83
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https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:02014R0833-20190709
https://ec.europa.eu/fpi/sites/fpi/files/1_act_part1_v3_en.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:02014R0269-20190914
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:02014R0692-20141220
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:02018R1542-20190709


US Sectoral Sanctions – OFAC 

Finance / Capital Markets

• The OFAC SSI sanctions prohibit without license:

– Per Directive 1 (as amended / effective Nov. 2017, per CAATSA addition): new debt 
financing with maturity of 14 days (revised down from >30 days), or new equity 
financing, for these designated entities or their subs (≥50%-owned), and transactions with 
or dealing in such debt or equity

(except depositary receipts based on pre-existing shares – per FAQ 391) 

– And note OFAC’s expanded bank SSIs List (by several additions to date) 

 singling out many specific VEB, VTB, Sberbank, Gazprombank and Russian Agricultural Bank 
subs/affiliates – in Russia, Europe, and elsewhere 

 all of these were technically covered already under the 50%+ ownership rule – so they are also 
named / singled out just for emphasis / clarity, to help stop circumvention, etc.

 but note that now any of these named subs would need specific OFAC delisting if/when no longer 
50%+ owned by its “named SSI parent”

 e.g., Russian Direct Investment Fund (RDIF) – no longer a VEB sub, but still on SSI List

 as opposed to, for example, Estonia’s Coop Bank (formerly Estonian Credit Bank) delisted in 2018 
following 2017 buyout by Coop Eesti from VTB
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• Bank of Moscow (now merged into VTB) • Sberbank 

• Gazprombank • VEB

• Russian Agricultural Bank (Rosselkhozbank) • VTB

https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Documents/eo13662_directive1_20170929.pdf
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx


US Sectoral Sanctions – OFAC (cont’d) 

Finance / Capital Markets (cont’d)
– Per Directive 2 (as amended / effective Nov. 2017, per CAATSA): new debt financing with maturity of 60 days 

(revised down from >90 days) for these designated entities or their subs (50%-or-more owned), and transactions 
dealing in such debt

 and here again, note the amended SSI Lists issued since 2015 to date – naming / singling out several specific Rosneft, 
Novatek and Transneft subs – to which the same two above-noted (re Directive 1) coverage caveats apply

– Per Directive 3 (still as of 12 Sept. 2014 – not amended): new debt financing, maturity of 30 days, for Russian 
Technologies (Rostec) or its subs (≥50%-owned), and transactions / dealing in such debt

 and note that Rostec is now also a CAATSA section 231 listed defense-industry entity (see slide 52 re the added Rostec-
dealings burdens/risks this entails, for US as well as non-US persons)

 and Rostec subsidiary Rosoboronexport (and its subs) now also SDN per 2018 designation

– And see related OFAC FAQs 

 FAQ 395 as amended, re permissible / prohibited US persons’ activities with regard to L/Cs involving designated companies 
under Directives 1, 2 and 3

 FAQ 419 as amended, re permissible / prohibited payment terms for US persons’ sale of goods / provision of services to, 
and progress payments for long-term projects with, designated companies under Directives 1, 2 and 3

 FAQ 371 re corresp. banking – OK only if the underlying transaction is permissible (thus seems stricter than under EU rules)

in other words, mere use of USD, without more, could violate – which is main reason why Russian companies, including oil 
exporters, are trying to move from Euro (or other currencies) as possible for transactions that have no other US link)

• And note OFAC General License 1B (of Nov. 2017)

– Authorizing transactions by US persons (and otherwise within the US) involving derivative products having value linked 
to underlying asset that is prohibited debt (or equity) under Directives 1-3 (and see related updated FAQ 372) 

– Note (see slides 67-68) that the CBW Act ban on US banks’ lending doesn’t extend to Directives 1-3 SSI state entities
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• Gazpromneft • Novatek • Rosneft • Transneft

https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Documents/eo13662_directive2_20170929.pdf
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Documents/eo13662_directive3.pdf
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Documents/ukraine_gl1b.pdf
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx


US Sectoral Sanctions – OFAC (cont’d)

Energy

• Directive 4 prohibits (as amended / effective Jan. 2018, per CAATSA) without 

license

– The provision, export or reexport, directly or indirectly, of goods, services (except 
financial services) or technology 

 “in support of exploration or production for deepwater, Arctic offshore, or shale projects that 
have the potential to produce oil” in Russia

 involving any of these designated entities or their subs (50%-or-more owned)

– And keep in mind various SSI List amendments to date – singling out several Rosneft, 
Gazprom and Surgutneftegaz subs (and again with the same above-noted slide 19
coverage caveats applying)

– Note also the 2015 BIS special designation of South Kirinsky field (only part of it is 
deep water) … which hasn’t yet been expanded to other such “borderline” fields  
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• Gazprom • Gazpromneft • Lukoil • Rosneft • Surgutneftegaz

https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Documents/eo13662_directive4_20171031.pdf
https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/forms-documents/regulations-docs/federal-register-notices/federal-register-2015/1264-80-fr-47402/file


US Sectoral Sanctions – OFAC (cont’d)

– And, per CAATSA section 223 (enacted 2017), the Directive 4 scope was expanded to 
cover such projects worldwide, where one or more of these five designated Russian 
companies has/have a (i) ≥33% ownership interest or (ii) a majority of the voting 
interests

 but this scope expansion applies only to such outside-Russia projects that are “initiated” after 
Jan. 2018 – which means (per FAQ 536) the date when the host government (or authorized 
agency etc.) “formally grants exploration, development, or production rights to any party”

 thus, should not apply to outside-Russia projects where the Russian company(ies) obtained 
its/their interest at any time after the relevant gov’t grant of rights (but there could be 
fact/law/interpretation nuances here) 

 note also that, per related FAQ 537, OFAC’s “50% rule” – regarding involvement of SSI 
entity(ies) in such project – will apply to determine whether either of the sanction thresholds 
(≥33% direct or indirect ownership interests or majority of voting interests) is passed

– The further proposed DASKA Act, if ever enacted, would further broaden sanctions 
coverage of oil E&P projects both inside and outside Russia (see slides 5 and 69)
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https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx


US Sectoral Sanctions – OFAC (cont’d)

Energy (cont’d)

• Note OFAC FAQ 413 (and similar BIS) clarification that “deepwater” = over 500 ft.

• And OFAC FAQ 418 (and similar BIS) 

– Clarification that “shale project” doesn’t include E&P through shale to locate or extract 
oil in reservoirs 

– Also, apparently, not all hard-to-extract = shale (not addressed further in later FAQ 
updates)

• And OFAC FAQ 421

– Re “Arctic offshore” = offshore field north of Arctic Circle 

– Including an Oct. 2017 clarification that this bar doesn’t cover horizontal drilling 
operations originating onshore that extend to seabed areas above Arctic Circle

• And OFAC FAQ 420 – re only production (and not midstream / downstream) 
activities are covered
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https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx
https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/licensing/embassy-faq
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx
https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/licensing/embassy-faq
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx


US Sectoral Sanctions – OFAC (cont’d)

Energy (cont’d)

• For in-Russia projects, the Directive 4 reference to “in Russia or in other maritime 
area claimed by [Russia] and extending from its territory” – is understood to 
mean/include

– Any offshore areas (inland / territorial seas, EEZ or Shelf): this is per a BIS FAQ answer, 
and analogous explanations under other-country sanctions rules (and is consistent with EU 
Reg. clarifications) – but see the cautionary note at bottom of slide 37

– And Caspian Sea zone claimed by Russia (the similar EU sanction might not cover this?) 

– As well as the Black Sea shelf area extending from Crimea (despite non-recognition by US 
as being part of Russia)

• And note the FAQ 414 clarification that this sanction doesn’t apply if an otherwise-
covered project has the potential to produce only gas 

– But does apply if potential for both (often not clear; per factual / evidentiary showing) 

– And note that BIS (and likely OFAC too) considers condensate = oil (even though the old 
ban on export of US crude oil, which gave rise to the equivalence rule, has been lifted)

– And most Russian gas fields have some condensate (as South Kirinsky does)
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https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/licensing/embassy-faq
https://ec.europa.eu/fpi/sites/fpi/files/1_act_part1_v3_en.pdf
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx


US Sectoral Sanctions – OFAC (cont’d)

Energy (cont’d)

• The Directive 4 export ban thus covers essentially 

– All US-origin goods, US-origin services (except for financial services – covered in 
Directive 2), tech. assistance and technology in respect of such projects

– To the five main listed companies and their subs (and expressly including the added 
named Rosneft, Gazprom and Surgutneftegaz subs)

– And likely also to / for use at the South Kirinsky field (and any others that may be so 
designated)

– The carve-out for financial services (includes clearing transactions and providing 
insurance re such activities – per OFAC FAQ 412 – but see also the further explanation 
in FAQ 415)

• There have been some license applications / favorable actions under Directive 4 
(but still a much stricter approach than in the EU to date)

• Note the “support services” compliance focus / risk
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https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx


US Sectoral Sanctions – OFAC (cont’d)

General

• All four directives (re finance / capital markets, and energy) also expressly prohibit

– Any transaction that evades or avoids, has that purpose, or causes a violation of, or attempts to violate any of the 
directive prohibitions

– Any conspiracy formed to violate any of same

– And again, note in this respect the several SSI List supplements to date – singling out, essentially just for anti-
circumvention emphasis, several subsidiaries/affiliates of

 Rosneft, Gazprom, Novatek, Transneft and Surgutneftegaz (under Directives 2 and 4) 

 VEB, VTB, Sberbank, Gazprombank and Russian Agricultural Bank (under Directive 1)

• Possible penalties

– Civil: 

 >$307,922 (per latest April 2020 inflation adjustment) per violation, or up to twice the value of the transaction that was 
the basis for the violation

 per recent OFAC action, this amount applies to transactions valued at $200,000 or more – and the possible penalty is 
$200,000 for transactions valued from $100,000 to $200,000 (and lesser amounts are on a scale for lesser amount 
transactions)

– Criminal: up to $1 million per violation

– And individuals could be imprisoned (for up to 20 years) for criminal violations

• And remember: while these OFAC Directives (and the CBW Act sanctions) 

– in general apply directly only to US persons (incl. USD transfers through correspondent banks in the US)

– now there is enhanced risk of application to non-US companies/individuals also – per the CAATSA secondary 
sanctions (slides 54-55 below)
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https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20200810


US Sectoral Sanctions – BIS

Export / Reexport Restrictions

• The basic-limited August 2014 initial BIS Russia sanctions / license requirements –
applying to any Russian end-users / uses
– When the exporter knows the items will be used directly or indirectly in exploration for or 

production of oil or gas in Russian deepwater, Arctic offshore, or shale formations

– Or is unable to determine whether the item will be used in such projects

– And presumption of denial when for use in such projects “that have the potential to 
produce oil” (here again, grey area where could produce both gas and oil)

– And importantly, as noted above, BIS considers that condensate = oil

• This August 2014 regulation restricts (requires license for):
– Only specifically designated ECCN items and also several listed types of drill pipe, casings, 

wireline, downhole equipment (per Supp. No. 2 to Part 746.5 of the EAR)

 for all Russian entities

 when used in Russian deepwater, Arctic offshore, or shale projects

– Expressly including, but not limited to 
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US Sectoral Sanctions – BIS (cont’d)

Export / Reexport Restrictions (cont’d)

• Further, the same five OFAC-designated Russian energy companies (per OFAC Directive 4) 
have been on the BIS “Entity List” since Sept. 2014  

• Plus 15 specifically named Rosneft subs since 2015 and 51 named Gazprom subs since 2016 
(essentially the same as those named by OFAC)

• Also likely (but not automatically) applies to some other owned or controlled subs – see BIS 
Entity List FAQ 134 (depends on nature of sub / its activities, control, and other factors) 

• This specific Entity List designation imposes (re these companies, and at least several subs) 
– see slide 21

– A new license requirement for export, reexport, or transfer of “all items subject to the EAR” 

 for the 5 initially named energy sector companies (and likely also most of their subs) 

 when used in Russian deepwater, Arctic offshore, or shale projects

 and now also at least for all the named Rosneft and Gazprom subs

‒ If… or if… (the same previous-slide first-bullet oil/gas target projects litany applies here – and the 
rules of (i) denial presumption for oil projects, and (ii) condensate = oil, are applied here too)
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https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/policy-guidance/faqs


US Sectoral Sanctions – BIS (cont’d)
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Export / Reexport Restrictions (cont’d)

– And, as noted above, per a 2015 amendment, BIS added Gazprom’s South Kirinsky field 
(Sea of Okhotsk, part of Sakhalin-3 areas project, off Sakhalin Island) to the Entity List 

 regardless whether in deepwater portion or not (the field has both) 

 this special designation was likely based on some particular factors 

 more such fields might eventually be named too, as also noted above (but none yet)

• Also further 2015-20 Russia-related Entity List additions – adding many new Russian, 
Crimean, European and other OFAC-named SDN companies to this List (see slide 41) 

– Mostly in the cyber and/or defense categories; some of which are already OFAC-designated 
SDNs or may be indirect SSIs (as 50%-or-more owned by a directly designated SSI)

– Most recent March 2020 additions – Avilon Ltd. and Technomar: “for acting on behalf of a 
listed company in circumvention of licensing requirements by procuring U.S.-origin items for 
Technopole Company”, which was listed in 2016

– These companies are thus subject to BIS license requirement for all items that are subject 
to the Export Administration Regulations (EAR), with presumption of denial

• See the current full BIS Entity List here

• And new military end-use / user restrictions for Russia (see slide 12) 

https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/regulations-docs/federal-register-notices/federal-register-2020/2541-85-fr-14794/file
https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/policy-guidance/lists-of-parties-of-concern/entity-list


US Sectoral Sanctions – BIS (cont’d)

Export / Reexport Restrictions (cont’d)
• What is “subject to the EAR” (including all EAR99 items)? 

– All items in / moving in transit through the US 

– All US-origin items, wherever located

– And

– … in quantities exceeding the de minimis levels for applicable items (see 15 CFR §734)

 currently 25% for Russia

 but there are also intricate rules re what items “count” here, beyond encryption technology

– Certain foreign-made direct products of US-origin technology or software

– Certain commodities, produced by any plant or major component thereof outside the US, 
that are direct product of US-origin technology or software

• Note: includes even in-country transfers between entities (e.g., within Russia)

• And BIS also has discretion to apply these sanctions more broadly (i.e., without direct 
deepwater, Arctic offshore or shale status), for any Russian users, if there is perceived 
unacceptable risk of diversion etc. (per 15 CFR §746.5(a)(2) etc. – see slide 21)
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• foreign-made goods that incorporate controlled 
US-origin goods

• foreign-made software that is comingled with 
controlled US-origin software

• foreign-made goods that are “bundled” with 
controlled US-origin software

• foreign-made technology that is comingled with 
controlled US-origin technology

https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/regulation-docs/412-part-734-scope-of-the-export-administration-regulations/file
https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/documents/regulation-docs/420-part-746-embargoes-and-other-special-controls/file


US Sectoral Sanctions – BIS (cont’d)
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Export / Reexport Restrictions (cont’d)

• BIS FAQ clarifications and license applications / actions (including re offshore drilling) 
– quite strict to date, like OFAC

• Some further important BIS actions 
– 2019 reported opposition to a US company’s export to affiliates of United Aircraft Corp. 

(owned by Rostec) of high-tech composite material needed for new-generation Russian 
passenger liner MS-21 

 and reported related US pressure on Japanese producer of same material 

 this sparked Russian gov’t support development of local substitute (see report) – production kick-off 
now anticipated for 2021

– April-June 2020 publication of three final rules targeting national-security-controlled exports 
and re-exports to Russia, China and Venezuela (see slides 12-13 above)

– Feb. 2020 final rule tightening some Country Group designations – affecting some exports 
and reexports to Russia (based on missile, nuclear, and chemical & biological weapons 
proliferation concerns)

• And see BIS 2015 Guidance on Due Diligence to Prevent Unauthorized 
Transshipment / Reexport of Controlled Items to Russia 

– Expresses BIS concern “about efforts by front companies and other intermediaries who are 
not the true final end users…”

– Special focus on third-country freight forwarders and other dubious parties listed as an 
export item’s final destination

https://topwar.ru/168392-ms-21-chto-zaderzhivaet-ego-postuplenie-v-serijnoe-proizvodstvo.html
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2020-02-24/pdf/2020-02941.pdf
https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/policy-guidance/russia-due-diligence-guidance


US Sectoral Sanctions – BIS (cont’d)

Export / Reexport Restrictions (cont’d)
• Related notes on transshipment etc.: 

– Be wary of relying on a “we only shipped to a third-country distributor / warehouse” defense (generally for 
Russia, and for Crimea in particular – see slide 42 below)

– The prevailing “knowledge or reason to know” standard (developed for Iran, but applies generally)

– Various pronouncements / cases to date (see the Epsilon Electronics case decision in particular)

– And another OFAC similar enforcement action in 2018: a US company was fined for knowingly shipping 
controlled hi-tech goods to like-named sub. of known Russian defense industry SDN Almaz-Antey through 
Canadian and Russian distributors (and the purchaser end-user evidently was known to the seller)

 i.e., this was not a case of selling through distributor to unlimited/unknown buyers in Russia 

 provides vivid reconfirmation of the importance of a company’s having meaningful, not just facial, screening 
program and due diligence in all proposed Russian-related dealings

– And similar 2019 OFAC announced Settlement Agreement with US/Dutch co. (PACCAR/DAF) involving 
trucks diverted through Russian front buyer to Iran 

– Also another OFAC 2019 enforcement action involving a prominent US company – direct payments to it 
from Cuban SDN end-user of product, per sales through Canadian customer (and various others since then)

– And latest such OFAC case announcement 20 Oct. 2020 Settlement Agreement with a prominent US private 
equity firm for its Turkish subsidiary’s repeated evasive product sales through Turkish third-party 
distributors to end-customers in Iran in violation of US trade sanctions 

• Possible penalties

– Essentially same as for OFAC, and now CAATSA too, sanctions violations (see slides 26 and 61)

– Plus denial of US export privileges (incl. that no one can export US items to the penalized co.)

• Note again: BIS and OFAC licensing / enforcement authority often overlaps – and thus thorough 
analysis of both sets of rules, and perhaps authorizations from both agencies, may sometimes be 
needed for one and the same proposed transaction
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https://www.cadc.uscourts.gov/internet/opinions.nsf/866BFABA6593F5D68525812C0050A696/$file/16-5118-1676917.pdf
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20190806_44.aspx
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20201020
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Specially Designated Nationals (SDN) List
Intro / Basics
• Based on EOs 13660 and 13661 of March 2014, etc.
• These are the US “direct” sanctions (as opposed to the SSI “sectoral” sanctions) 

– All US persons’ dealings with – including payments to or receipt of goods / services from – individuals or company 
SDNs (and subsidiaries) are generally prohibited, and US persons must block their assets

– Absent applicable general or specific license from OFAC (see slides 39 and 44 below)

– Possible further penalties – essentially same as above for other OFAC (and BIS) sanctions violations

• Plus risk of application of CAATSA-based secondary sanctions – see slides 47-61 below
– Against non-US companies / individuals that initiate or continue dealings with designated SDNs (“for knowingly 

facilitating significant transactions for or on behalf of” them – per OFAC April 2018 release)

– See also OFAC FAQs 574, 579, 580, 589, 590 and 627 – and see generally slides 59-60 below

– Note: there have been some CAATSA-based SDN designations to date (including Russian companies 
and individuals in the cyber sector)

SDN Individuals
• Some industry executives / oligarchs have been on OFAC’s SDN list since 2014 (and then 

expanded further in 2015-20) – most notably
– Initially Messrs. Sechin, Timchenko, Rotenberg – and then Technopromexport’s CEO (per the Siemens turbines 

scandal of 2017); and another Kremlin insider Yevgeniy Prigozhin in 2016

– April 2018 dramatic expansion: including Messrs. Deripaska (control of RUSAL, En+, Basic Element, GAZ Group, etc.), 
Vekselberg (controls Renova, etc.), Miller (Gazprom CEO), Kostin (VTB CEO), Bogdanov (Surgutneftegaz CEO) and 
Kerimov

– These designations followed the US Treasury Dept. CAATSA sec. 241 Report to Congress listing many of Russia’s 
senior political figures, oligarchs, and “parastatal entities” (see slides 56-57)

– And in Feb. 2020 Didier Casimiro, CEO of simultaneously SDN-designated Rosneft Trading S.A. (and he’s now a 
Rosneft SVP), under Venezuela sanctions (see slide 11) 

– The proposed new DASKA Act, if ever enacted, would call for more such oligarch designations (see slide 69)

https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx
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• Such individual-person listing

– Bars US persons’ dealings with them or their controlled companies, blocked assets etc. 

 generally measured by ≥50% shareholding

 including by two or more SDNs (see OFAC FAQs 398-402)

 note in particular the serious knock-on effect of the 2018 designations of Messrs. Deripaska and 
Vekselberg – given their vast direct and indirect controlled-company holdings

– Doesn’t bar dealing with non-SDN company where SDN person is just officer/director, etc. 
(e.g. Mr. Sechin - Rosneft … and also Messrs. Miller, Kostin, Bogdanov, etc.) 

 except is now clearly interpreted to bar having an SDN-individual executive signing a contract on 
behalf of a non-SDN company with US person (OFAC FAQs 398, 400 – and see FAQ 585)

 and US companies must also be cautious even re “mere” negotiating with such SDN-individual 
executive (or his/her signing non-binding preliminary documents) acting on behalf of a non-SDN 
company, or transactions where the SDN-individual is otherwise directly involved 

 note the 2017 OFAC $2 million penalty imposed on a leading US energy company for Mr. Sechin’s
signing Rosneft JV documents in 2014 – but see Dec. 2019 US federal court decision vacating that 
penalty, while reinforcing that now US persons are on fair notice

 in light of the above, is a US person serving on a Russian company board of directors together with 
an SDN person still OK? (in any event there is a clear bar on US person’s serving on the board of an 
SDN company – FAQ 568, slide 37)

 also need to keep in mind separate SSI sanctions / restrictions re such companies (e.g., Gazprom, 
Surgutneftegaz and VTB)

– Compare with new EU June 2020 Commission Opinion on the same subject – which has 
important broader definition of “control” (see link at slide 82 below)

https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_general.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_general.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_general.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_general.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx
https://casetext.com/case/exxon-mobil-corp-v-mnuchin-2/?PHONE_NUMBER_GROUP=P
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx


SDN Companies

• Dramatic SDN company designations of April 2018 (and wind-down periods, including several 
successive extensions, set by General Licenses (GLs) for dealings with them), including 

– En+, RUSAL, Basic Element, GAZ Group, EuroSibEnergo, Russian Machines, others (linked to 
Mr. Deripaska)

– Renova (linked to Mr. Vekselberg)

– As well as any other companies ultimately owned ≥50% by any of the SDN individuals 

– These designations hit hard – for the first time in the heart of Russia’s private-sector economy

– More still to come from the Jan. 2018 “Oligarchs List”? (depends ongoing course of US-Russia 
events) – but nothing more yet 

• Then OFAC’s SDN delisting of Deripaska-controlled companies – RUSAL, En+, EuroSibEnergo

– In Jan. 2019 per OFAC Update

– Benefited these three companies and their subsidiaries – but Mr. Deripaska himself (and any 
company he continues to hold ≥ 50% of) remain as SDN per his April 2018 designation

– Followed the three companies’ petition to OFAC (per 31 CFR § 501.807) and months-long 
negotiation (and several related General Licenses / extensions during that period – see slide 39), 
and based on a set of strict restructuring and governance change undertakings

– And these companies are subject to redesignation if any of the agreed terms are violated

• See slides 41-43, presenting several more Russia-related SDN designations in various 
categories – which may be less directly important to most business but should be kept in mind
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https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20190127.aspx
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=fe3173158ecee72aec074650166d291a&mc=true&node=pt31.3.501&rgn=div5
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Documents/20181219_notification_removal.pdf
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SDN Delistings

• Further notes re SDN delisting: 

– The Deripaska companies’ delistings were based in large part on the unintended 
consequences of the SDN designations for the US (and world) aluminum market etc. –
and thus may well not be readily achieved by other Russian SDNs

– Deripaska’s GAZ Group (automotive giant) might eventually be SDN-delisted upon 
ownership restructuring etc. (see slide 10 re the most recent and unusual GL extension 
to 22 Jan. 2021 – and see slide 39 for interpretation of such GLs) 

– Still pending Vekselberg and Deripaska US court challenges against their OFAC SDN 
designations / consequences (see slide 10 above re more recent status of both)

 Vekselberg- and Renova-linked US investment management cos. and GP entities, which are not 
SDNs but whose assets and related proceeds were blocked because of Vekselberg/Renova majority 
ownership of asset-holding entities, filed complaint in US federal court in 2019 – basically 
challenging OFAC’s 50% rule as applied to them – case dismissed Sept. 2020 (see slide 10)

 Deripaska also filed a complaint in US federal court in 2019 challenging his SDN designation

– And note Russian-American physicist/entrepreneur V. Gapontsev’s successful legal 
challenge to his 2018 OFAC “Oligarch List” designation – seems a special case: notified by 
OFAC Sept. 2019 letter that he “is not an oligarch in the Russian Federation for purposes of 
Section 241 of CAATSA” (see slides 10, 56-57); this lifted cloud from him and his Mass.-
based company IPG Photonics

– And also March 2020 delisting of Khudainatov’s Independent Petroleum Co. (NNK) 

https://www.courthousenews.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/IntraterTreasury-COMPLAINT.pdf
https://www.courtlistener.com/recap/gov.uscourts.dcd.205241/gov.uscourts.dcd.205241.1.0.pdf
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/Letter-09-11-2019.pdf
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20200302.aspx


US Direct Sanctions – SDNs (cont’d) 

Dealing with SDNs: Guidance, Licensing, etc. 

• See the related OFAC 6 April, 23 April FAQs 567-582 and more on 1, 22 and 25 May, 
and 14 Sept. 2018 (FAQs 625 and 626 – see below), as further amended on 22 July
2020 – giving guidance to US persons re continued relations with any such 
designated SDN company (or those also covered by the 50% rule) or individual, 
including:

– Employment by or board service at such a company

– Purchase / import of goods from such a company

– Ownership of such a company’s shares or GDRs

– Holding accounts or other property of such a company or individual

• And note the most recent OFAC FAQ re “maintenance” of operations, contracts etc. 
with GAZ Group (and their subs) 

– This is FAQ 625 (as amended July 2020, from initial 2018 issuance that applied to all the 
then-designated Deripaska-controlled companies)

 which refers specifically to the relevant General License re GAZ

 may well also have more general application in other analogous GL-based maintenance/wind-down 
situations

 but caution is needed – OFAC and/or BIS or State Dep't guidances, restrictions and permissions 
(contained in GLs, FAQs, regulations etc.) stated in one document in the context of one sanctions 
program cannot automatically be applied / relied on in the context of a different-country and/or 
different agency program
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https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20180406.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20180423.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20180501.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20180522_33.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20180525.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20180914_33.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20200722.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx


US Direct Sanctions – SDNs (cont’d) 

– Interpretation is given (essentially formalizing existing OFAC practice) as to what may be 
considered “maintenance” (in context of the GL’s phrasing “… ordinarily incident and 
necessary for the maintenance or wind down of operations, contracts, or other agreements 
…”) re what ongoing activities are permitted until the current (and as may be extended) 
wind-down deadline

– On condition that the “level of performance” is consistent with the applicable GL, and with 
“transaction history” / “past practices” with the blocked entity prior to 6 April 2018

– And “transactions and activities that are not within the framework of a pre-existing 
agreement may be considered ‘maintenance’ if such activity is consistent with [the parties’ 
pre-designation transaction history].”

– Also gives authorization for “contingent contracts” (again, only if consistent with the above) 
for transactions / activities extending beyond the current valid GL expiration, where any 
performance after the expiration is contingent on such performance either not being 
prohibited or being authorized by OFAC (e.g., by possible GL further deadline extension or 
by specific license)

– But stockpiling of inventory, even if pursuant to a pre-designation contract, is not 
authorized unless consistent with past practice in scope and extent, as evidenced by 
transaction history

– Note that GL 36A of 12 March 2020 re Rosneft Trading / TNK Int’l Trading didn’t mention 
“maintenance” – only wind-down; apparent significance of this distinction 
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• Specific licenses – needed (especially by a US person) for any activity 
vis-à-vis an SDN that is otherwise prohibited by law, absent coverage by
any general license (“GL” – see slides 44-45 re two important Russia GLs)

– These licenses are issued on a private basis to the specific applicant (i.e., are 
not published or usable by others)

– These may be / are granted by OFAC to allow certain transactions such as 
purchases / sales or money transfers to or from an SDN for a longer period than 
an applicable general license allows (or if no general license applies)

– For example, see the report of Swiss pump-maker Sulzer obtaining two such 
licenses in April 2018, allowing (i) its buyback of shares from new SDN Mr. 
Vekselberg to reduce his holding to below 50%, and (ii) the related unblocking 
of Sulzer’s US bank accounts 

– Also the Oct. 2019 private license(s) reportedly granted for an SDN’d Chinese-
owned ship to onload cargo (and various other examples reported from time to 
time)

– And such licenses may be granted to allow US lawyers to advise / collect fees 
from SDNs on sanctions compliance (incl. possible help in trying for SDN 
delisting)

https://www.sulzer.com/en/shared/news/2018/04/18/10/16/record-first-quarter-order-intake


US Direct Sanctions – SDNs (cont’d) 

• OFAC “Guidance on the Provision of Certain Services …” of 12 Jan. 2017 (and FAQs 495-499)

– Provides some clarity as to what a US person (citizen or permanent resident) legal counsel (in-house or outside) or compliance 
officer can/can’t do in advising a non-US company (employer, client) on the legality of proposed transactions under the US 
sanctions laws

– Essential point: can advise on whether complies / violates (and approve if clearly complies … e.g., upon OFAC authorization); but 
can’t otherwise “facilitate’’ a violative transaction … by voting at Board level, signing, etc.  

– Indeed, as a general matter, "facilitation" (re a US person's direct or indirect participation in a non-US person's sanctions-relevant 
activity – involving not only SDNs but also SSIs) is a complex, case-by-case determination requiring careful factual analysis to
determine whether any such US person's actions may be viewed as facilitating prohibited transactions or activities

• And OFAC general (not Russia-specific) 2019-20 releases of note

– Oct. 2020 Settlement Agreement with a leading US private equity firm (trade with Iran) – see slide 32 above 

– Sept. 2020 Settlement Agreement with a leading European bank – see slide 9 above

– Sept. 2019 OFAC Settlement Agreement with British Arab Commercial Bank (BACB):

 London-based bank, having no US offices, business, or presence, was found to have violated the Sudan sanctions regs by processing 
many USD funding transactions for sanctioned Sudanese financial institutions that involved a nostro account at a non-US bank but also 
indirectly involved funds flows to or through the US financial system

 OFAC found that BACB “ignored warning signs that reasonably should have put the bank on notice” of violative conduct (as elaborated in 
the settlement announcement)

– FAQs 819-820 of Feb. 2020 on amendments to OFAC’s Reporting, Procedures and Penalties Regulations (RPRR) 

 clarifying that both US persons and persons otherwise subject to US jurisdiction (e.g., foreign banks handling USD transactions) are 
required to report to OFAC on a rejected transaction within 10 business days, and elaborating on the info required to be 
collected/submitted

 see the underlying RPRR amendments, 20 June 2019 (re blocking, unblocking, and rejected transactions reporting, and licensing 
procedures, etc.)

– Framework for OFAC Compliance Commitments, 2 May 2019 (including indication of OFAC intent to focus more on enforcement 
against responsible executives of companies, US as well as non-US, that have violated sanctions)

– And see May 2020 Guidance for shipping industry etc. – link at slide 11 above
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https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20170112_33.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_general.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/CivPen/Documents/20190917_bacb_settlement.pdf
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/CivPen/Documents/20190917_bacb.pdf
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_compliance.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_compliance.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Documents/fr84_29055.pdf
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Documents/framework_ofac_cc.pdf
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Other Notable SDN Designations

• Further 2015-20 SDN designations – persons / companies under EOs 13661, 13662, etc. – including against:

– Several more Russian officials in connection with the Ukraine/Russia Kerch Strait incident, Russian defense industry 
enterprises and four entities operating in Crimea, and some for alleged election interference operations 

– Some coordinated with similar EU and Canada actions

– 2018 addition of several Russian companies (including Power Machines) and officials involvement in transfer of turbines 
made by a Siemens Russian JV co. to Crimea

– Sept. 2019 designations of employees of already blacklisted Internet Research Agency (IRA), private jets and yachts of 
Evgeny Prigozhin (also an SDN already) and his front companies that allegedly finance IRA, under related Trump EO re 
election interference (see slide 46)

– Dec. 2019 and Oct. 2020 cyber-criminal designations (re malware infesting financial institutions and industrial safety systems 
worldwide)

– Jan. 2020: further individuals in Crimea, and rail carrier running to Crimea across new bridge

– And July 2020: three individuals and five entities involved in furthering financier Prigozhin’s operations in Sudan and 
assisting his ability to evade sanctions (and related 23 Sept. 2020 designation – see slide 9) 

• Also several Crimean commercial port and transport companies (and some Russian ships that call in Crimea), 
companies involved in the Kerch Strait and other Russia / Crimea transport projects, banks and resort 
complexes are also named

• And a number of Russian defense industry companies (as supplemented April 2018)

– Including Rosoboronexport (ROE – Russia’s giant arms-export enterprise, a sub of Rostec … an existing SSI per OFAC 
Directive 3 and on LSP) – and ROE’s sub Russian Financial Corp (RFK Bank)

– And note a COVID-19 / Russia sanctions link: April 2020 report that the USG purchased a large shipment of ventilators, face 
masks etc. from KRET, another Russian SDN subsidiary of Rostec

– And note Nov. 2018 SDN designations of three human rights abusers (two people and an entity) per CAATSA section 228 

• And June 2017 (Independent Petroleum Co. – NNK, and a sub.) for dealings with North Korea – but now 
delisted as of March 2020 (see slides 10 and 36) 

https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20190930.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20191205.aspx
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20201023
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20200129.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20200715_33.aspx
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-russia-usa-sanctio/russian-ventilators-sent-to-us-made-by-firm-under-us-sanctions-russia-newspaper-idUSKBN21L243
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• Note: the State Dep't Oct. 2017 CAATSA section 231(d) listing of Russian defense / intelligence sector 
entities (see slide 52), supplemented with 45 more individuals and entities in late 2018

– This is the List of Specified Persons (“LSP”): doesn’t itself impose SDN (or any other sanctions) on them 

– But 

 many were already SDNs and some were SSIs (including Rosoboronexport – now is both), and 

 there is likely chilling effect in practice on US / other companies’ willingness to do business with them (see linked list of 
them at slide 49), and 

 other companies risk having some SDN-like sanctions imposed on themselves under CAATSA section 235 for some kinds 
of “significant transactions” with them (see State Dep't announcement (slide 49), and slides 52 and 55) 

– See further discussion on this at slides 52, 54-55 and 59 below

• And SDN designations of Sept. 2018 – per CAATSA section 231 (defense/intelligence-related)

– Against 

 EDD (Equipment Development Dep't), a weapons-purchasing entity of the Chinese military – for taking delivery of 
advanced aircraft and missiles from Rosoboronexport of Russia, which is on the CAATSA section 231 List of Specified 
Person (LSP), and is also an SDN (see slide 52 below) and EDD’s director

 these were the first-ever SDN designations under CAATSA section 231 (for significant transactions with the Russian 
defense or intelligence sectors)

 announced by State Dep't (see the above link – which also set out the specific sanctions chosen and being applied) – and 
see the corresponding OFAC SDN designations announcement of 20 Sept. 2018

• See also new Turkey sanctions mandate in pending NDAA 2021 (section 1241) – for purchase of Russian S-400 
air-defense missile system – including statutory finding that this was a “significant transaction” per CAATSA 
section 231 (see next slide and slide 55) 

https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20180920_33.aspx
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• SDN designations per CAATSA sec. 224 (cybersecurity) and/or various EOs

– 23 Oct., 23 Sept. and 10 Sept. 2020 designations (for malware/election interference – see slide 9) 

– 15 July 2020 election-interference designations; and Sept. and Dec. 2019 designations

– Dec. 2018: against 18 individuals (including one associated with Mr. Deripaska) and four companies 
for 2016 election interference, WADA hacking, and other malign activities – see OFAC Notice and 
related Press Release

– Nov. 2018: various Russia (and Middle Eastern) individuals and entities in connection with 
petroleum shipments to Syria – see OFAC Notice and related Advisory

– Nov. 2018: several individuals and entities, mostly related to Crimea and the breakaway areas of 
eastern Ukraine – see OFAC Notice and related Press Release

– Sept. 2018: against a Chinese company, its North Korean CEO, and its Russian Vladivostok-based 
sister company for allowing North Korea to earn revenue from overseas IT workers – thus 
undermining the US’s denuclearization negotiations with North Korea – link (and see slide 11) 

– August 2018 – against 

 two Russian shipping companies, and six vessels, for helping North Korea evade the UN ban on its oil trade –
link; and 

 two Russian individuals and Russian and Slovak companies, for helping an already-sanctioned Russian company 
(Divetechnoservices) procure goods and services for the FSB –alleged thus to be helping improve Russia’s 
cyber systems for RF gov’t agencies – link

– June 2018: against several Russian entities and individuals, for providing support for / enabling FSB

https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/recent-actions/20200715_33
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20190930.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20191205.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20181219_33.aspx
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm577
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20181120.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Documents/syria_shipping_advisory_11202018.pdf
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20181108.aspx
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm543
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm481
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm463
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm462
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm0410
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• Further recent SDN designations of note affecting Russia – though not under the Russian sanctions regime

– Trading affiliates of Rosneft: Feb.-March 2020 SDN designations, re Venezuela/PdVSA crude oil business (see slide 11)

– Chinese state-owned shipping giant – SDN designations in Sept. 2019 under Iran sanctions regime

 two specific subsidiaries sanctioned under EO 13846, for shipping Iranian crude oil

 with a particular Russia-related effect: one of the two sanctioned subs had a venture whose tankers were carrying Yamal 
LNG product  

 on 31 Jan. 2020 OFAC delisted that sub; thus, no more obstacle to dealing with it (see slide 11)

 note also related FAQs 804-807 issued in Nov. 2019 (only the first two of which have survived the Jan. 2020 delisting)

Two Special Cases – Glavgosekspertiza and FSB Designations / Related GLs

• Two general licenses issued by OFAC to respond to / correct overbroad reach of the Sept. 2016 and 
Dec. 2016 designations of GGE and FSB as SDNs (re GGE activities in Crimea and FSB alleged involvement 
in hacking / election-tampering):

– OFAC General License No. 11 of 20 Dec. 2016 (entitled “Authorizing Certain Transactions with FAU Glavgosekspertiza
Rossii” - GGE)

 gives general authorization for “all transactions and activities … that are ordinarily incident and necessary to requesting, 
contracting for, paying for, receiving, or utilizing a project design review or permit from [GGE]’s office(s) in [Russia]” 

 except for carving out (i.e., still prohibiting) anything to do with GGE relating to Crimea

– OFAC General License No. 1A of (as amended 15 March 2018 to take account of / synchronize with CAATSA) under the 
cyber-related sanctions – entitled “Authorizing Certain Transactions with the Federal Security Service” (FSB)

 gives authorization for “all transactions and activities … that are necessary and ordinarily incident to … requesting, receiving, 
utilizing, paying for, or dealing in licenses, permits, certifications, or notifications issued or registered by [FSB] for the 
importation, distribution, or use of information technology products in Russia” 

 but export, reexport, or provision of any goods or technology subject to the EAR requires BIS license, and fees payable to 
FSB shouldn’t be ≥$5,000 annually

 compliance with FSB law enforcement / administrative actions or investigations as well as regulations administered by FSB is 
authorized 
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US Direct Sanctions – SDNs (cont’d) 

• And note OFAC FAQs 501-504 (as amended in March 2018) repeating / clarifying 
certain points of General License No. 1A

– Exportation of hardware and software directly to FSB or when FSB is end-user is prohibited

– No license needed to clear Russian border control (which is under FSB jurisdiction)

• At the same time, keep in mind the various cyber-related SDN designations to date 
for assisting / enabling certain FSB activities etc. (see slide 43 above), and likelihood 
of more such

• And the related carve-out, per Oct. 2017 State Dep't CAATSA section 231 Guidance, 
on required regulatory dealings with the FSB – while generally section 231 warns / 
sets new risk re “significant transactions” with FSB (see slide 52) 

• Executive Order 13848 of 12 Sept. 2018 – re election interference

– Authorized imposition of asset blocking, exclusion from the US, and possible additional 
sanctions against any individual or entity found to have directly or indirectly engaged in, 
concealed or otherwise been complicit in foreign interference in a US election, to have 
assisted in such, or to be owned or controlled by or to have acted for such, etc.

– Attempted to specify what constitutes election interference (perhaps to clarify “red lines” 
for Russia)

– Further OFAC implementing regs. were supposed to follow, but none yet
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US Crimea Sanctions
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• Crimea-focused Executive Order 13685 of Dec. 2014

– Bars all new direct or indirect US investments / transactions into Crimea – including for energy sector / 
offshore areas

– There are also Jan. 2015 BIS rules implementing this EO (see slide 16)

– Many Crimea-related SDN designations (entities and individuals) from 2014 to date (slide 41)

– And March 2020 voluntary disclosure by Swedbank of Crimea-related USD transfers by its Baltic affiliates

– And July 2020 OFAC Settlement Agreement with world-leading US-based e-commerce co. for deliveries to 
Crimea etc. (see slide 9)

• And see July 2015 OFAC Advisory Release re circumvention / evasion by omitting critical information in 
financial and trade transactions (further to the EO) 

– OFAC warns re

 various patterns / practices in financial transactions that hinder correspondent banks’ efforts to identify and 
interdict (note the very substantial fines suffered in recent years by various European banks for similar-type 
violations of OFAC sanctions – against countries other than Russia / Crimea)

 and similar practices in trade transactions – incl. in distributorship arrangements covering Russia 

 and OFAC advises various types of mitigation measures for these risks

• Note also these OFAC Crimea-related General License exceptions, including:

– No. 4 of Dec. 2014, permitting various food and agricultural products (including soft drinks, cigarettes, 
etc.) and medicines, medical supplies and devices

– No. 9 of May 2015, permitting common internet communications (see related OFAC FAQ 454)

• Further SDN designations (somewhat coordinated w/Canada and EU) following 2018 Kerch Strait 
Ukraine/Russia navies incident: in Sept. 2019, of 3 officers and 5 vessels of already blacklisted 
Sovfracht and its front co. Maritime Assistance; and in Jan. 2020 (slide 41)

https://mb.cision.com/Main/67/3056878/1209269.pdf
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Pages/20170112_33.aspx
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Documents/ukraine_gl4.pdf
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Documents/ukraine_gl_9.pdf
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx


CAATSA / Guidances / Lists

• CAATSA (Countering America’s Adversaries Through Sanctions Act)

– Signed into law by President Trump in August 2017 (after passage through 
both Houses of Congress by near-unanimous vote)

– Full text is here (Public Law 115-44) – the Russia-related part is Title II, 
sections 201-292

– Eastern Ukraine / Crimea situation, alleged US (and European) election 
meddling, and Syria were/are the three bases for it

– Broadened / toughened the pre-existing sanctions as contained in six 
Executive Orders, the Ukraine Freedom Support Act of 2014 (the “UFSA”) 
and another 2014 law in support of Ukraine (now amended by CAATSA)

– Also has framework authorization for some new primary sanctions (aimed at 
US persons, or dealings having some other nexus to US) and secondary 
sanctions (aimed at non-US persons – and not needing any US nexus)

– Dramatically widened the gap between US and EU sanctions against Russia 
(which has widened even further since then)
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CAATSA / Guidances / Lists (cont’d)

– By Presidential Memorandum of Sept. 2017 

 CAATSA implementation functions were delegated mostly to State and Treasury Dep'ts
(and in consultation with Director of National Intelligence)

 with primary responsibility given to one or the other, on CAATSA article-by-article basis

– And note EO 13849 of 20 Sept. 2018 setting out certain CAATSA sanctions implementation 
details for State and Treasury (see slide 58 below)

– CAATSA also covers Iran and North Korea – introduced stiffened primary and secondary 
sanctions with regard to those two countries

– The ever-tightening Iran, North Korea, Venezuela and Syria sanctions, aside from CAATSA, 
can also continue to affect some Russian (and Chinese) companies, banks, etc. (but those 
other-countries sanctions regimes are not further covered in this CAATSA summary)

 e.g., the Feb.-March 2020 SDN’ing of two Rosneft subs. – re Venezuela (see slide 11)

 and Sept. 2019 SDN designation of two Chinese cos. (and Jan. 2020 delisting of one of them) – re 
Iran (see slides 11 and 44)

 see also a July 2020 OFAC Settlement Agreement with a UAE company for trade with North Korea 
(through Chinese front companies) 

– Also keep in mind 

 potential application of CAATSA secondary sanctions to non-US companies for dealings now barred for 
US persons under CBW Act second-round sanctions of 2019 – e.g., primary-market purchase of 
Russian non-ruble sovereign debt, or US bank lending to Russian sovereign (see slides 67-68)

 the possible further broad expansion of Russia primary and secondary sanctions provisions by the still-
proposed DASKA Act which, if ever enacted, would amend CAATSA (see slide 69 below)
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CAATSA / Guidances / Lists (cont’d)

• CAATSA’s basic content (as Russia-relevant)

– Codification by statute 

 of the existing Russia blacklist (SDN) and sectoral (SSI) sanctions enacted by the series of EOs since 2014

 which has made it harder for President Trump (and now Biden and beyond) to narrow / loosen any of these 
sanctions by exec. action – would require new law to repeal CAATSA (recall Jackson-Vanik Amendment’s 
decades-long life)

– State / Treasury Dep’ts in Oct. 2017 issued important Guidances (and FAQs, Entity List, revised 
Directives) per various sections of the then-new law 

 State Dep't on 27 Oct. 2017 issued CAATSA section 231(d) List of entities in the Russian defense / intelligence 
sectors: section 231 requires President to impose sanctions on any US or non-US person, wherever located, that 
the President determines has knowingly engaged in a “significant transaction” with a Russian defense / 
intelligence sector entity on the List of Specified Persons as of now (and associated Public Guidance – and see 
further slides 52 and 55 below) 

 State Dep't also issued on 31 Oct. 2017 Public Guidance

 on CAATSA section 225 (requiring President to impose sanctions on non-US persons that invest in certain types of oil 
projects in Russia (see further slide 51)) 

 and on section 232 (giving President discretion to impose sanctions on US or non-US persons that invest or are otherwise 
involved substantially in construction / modernization / repair of Russian energy export pipelines) – and State Dep’t update 
of July 2020 stiffen interp./application of that re Nord Stream 2 etc. (see further slides 8 and 54) 

 OFAC (Treasury Dep't) on 31 Oct. 2017 issued its initial Guidance (including some revised and new FAQs) to 
implement various CAATSA provisions for which it has primary authority – including amended / expanded 
Directive 4 (re Arctic offshore, deepwater and shale projects) and three other CAATSA provisions (see further 
slides 49-55 below)

 and see FAQs 540-547, 579 and 589 (all from Oct. 2017 or after) re “significant transaction”, “facilitation” and 
other related CAATSA application issues

 and a new State Dep’t stiffening Guidance re CAATSA section 232 – see slides 8 and 53
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CAATSA / Guidances / Lists (cont’d)
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– CAATSA stiffened existing OFAC Directives 1, 2 and 4 (this is essentially for US persons – see slides 18-20)

 Directive 1: permissible “new debt” of designated Russian banks was reduced from max. 30 to 14 days

 Directive 2: permissible new debt of designated Russian energy cos. was reduced from max. 90 to 60 days

 Directive 4: the prohibition on goods / services / technology involvement in deepwater, Arctic offshore or shale projects 
was expanded from Russia to worldwide

 but, for outside Russia, applies only to “new” projects (see slide 21 above)

 if one or more of the designated Russian energy companies has ≥33% ownership or >50% voting interest

 All of this was then implemented by OFAC amendments of the relevant Directives – see slides 19-26 above

– Per CAATSA section 223(a), expansion of potential industry coverage of the OFAC sanctions 
(beyond financial services, energy, engineering / defense-related) – see FAQ 539

 to state-owned (i) railway (= RZhD, the Russian State Railway), and (ii) mining & metals companies

 but shipping industry was left off this expanded list; and nuclear power industry also didn’t appear despite previous 
consideration of including it

 and even as to railway and mining & metals sectors, the Oct. 2017 OFAC Guidance makes clear that this is only 
discretionary – no such actual expansion since then to date, and no sign of its coming

– Requiring review / approval by Congress  

 per CAATSA section 216 – before President can terminate or waive existing sanctions (or grant any non-routine-type 
license that “significantly alters” foreign policy re Russia)

 apparently including SDN delistings – such as those of of En+, RUSAL and EuroSibEnergo last year (Congress was 
notified, and opposition was insufficient to block) 

– Reality check:  Despite all the “President shall impose” CAATSA sanctions language (see slides 51-54)

 to date there has been no case of such imposition on any non-US person save for a few in the cyber-security and 
defense sectors – i.e., none yet in the purely civilian-economy space (see slides 41-43 above)

 but notable recent secondary sanctions imposed on non-US persons under Venezuela (two Rosneft oil trading subs.) and 
Iran (two Chinese entities) sanctions programs (see slides 11-12)

https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/faqs/Sanctions/Pages/faq_other.aspx


CAATSA / Guidances / Lists (cont’d)

– CAATSA: requires the President to impose sanctions – from a few menus of possibilities, mostly 
involving penalties re business with/in the US – in various contexts (upon findings, and with 
some carve-outs / waiver possibilities – in other words, de facto discretion) including against:

 per CAATSA section 224 – US or non-US persons that knowingly engage in significant activities 
undermining cyber-security on behalf of the Russian gov’t, materially assist, sponsor, or provide 
support for, or provide financial services in support of same (no general State or OFAC Guidance 
yet on this provision – but there has been some application … see slides 41 and 43)

 per CAATSA section 225 (and see the Oct. 2017 State Dep't Guidance), non-US companies and 
individuals that knowingly make significant investment in deepwater, Arctic offshore or shale oil 
projects in Russia (as written, could be whether or not one of the Directive 4 Russian cos. is 
involved – and the State Dept. Guidance doesn’t clarify)

 per CAATSA section 226 (and see the Oct. 2017 OFAC Guidance), Russian and other foreign 
financial institutions (“FFIs”) that knowingly engage in / facilitate “significant” transactions 
involving any of the Directive 4-type oil projects in Russia, certain defense-related activities, or 
Gazprom’s withholding of gas supplies

 per CAATSA section 228 (and see the Oct. 2017 OFAC Guidance), non-US companies and 
individuals that knowingly – this being the broadest / most worrisome CAATSA provision

 materially violate, attempt or conspire to violate or cause a violation of any Russia sanction 

 facilitate “significant transactions” (including “deceptive or structured transactions”) for or on behalf of any 
person that is subject to any Russia sanction – or child, spouse, parent or sibling of same

 though the related OFAC Guidance does go some way to calm fears of over-expansive application with 
respect to SSI sanctioned entities (see slides 58-59 below for details)

 but note also the section 225 stiffened requirement to impose sanctions on any FFI that knowingly facilitates 
a significant financial transaction for any SDN
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CAATSA / Guidances / Lists (cont’d)

 per CAATSA section 231 (and see Oct. 2017 State Dep't List and Guidance), US or non-US 
companies and individuals that knowingly engage in a significant transaction with a Russian 
defense / intelligence sector entity on the List of Specified Persons

 see the List, expanded as of December 2018 (see slides 41-42 above) – and again note that a 
company’s appearance on it doesn’t itself mean any new sanction against it … (but some are already 
SDNs or SSIs – e.g., Rosoboronexport, which was on the list, has since been made an SDN)

 these include some defense-sector companies that also have important civilian-oriented production 
(e.g. Sukhoi, Tupolev, and holding companies United Aircraft, United Shipbuilding) 

 but the State Dep't Guidance (in FAQ) stresses that: 

 for now at least, purely civilian end-use / end-user transactions, and not involving intelligence sector, are 
not likely to be considered “significant” 

 and that transactions with the FSB (which is also on the List) are unlikely to be considered “significant” if 
necessary to comply with FSB rules or law enforcement / admin. actions / investigations involving FSB re 
import / distribution / use of IT products in Russia and payment of related processing fees to FSB (i.e., 
this dovetails with OFAC General License No. 1 of Feb. 2017 – see slide 44 above)

 and from another State Dep't release of Sept. 2018 it appears that only the actual listed companies 
and not necessarily their subsidiaries are covered (at least not yet)

 per CAATSA section 233 (and see Oct. 2017 OFAC Guidance), US or non-US cos. and 
individuals that with actual knowledge make or facilitate investments into privatization of 
Russian state-owned companies (of $10M, or combination $1M+ bites for $10M total in a 
year) where the process “unjustly benefits” RFG officials or their close associates / family 
(this is also one of the CAATSA sections covered in further Sept. 2018 EO – see slide 58)
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CAATSA / Guidances / Lists (cont’d)

– Per CAATSA section 232 (and see Oct. 2017 State Dep't Guidance as updated/stiffened July 2020 –
detail and link at slide 8), creating discretionary power for the President, in coordination with US 
allies, to impose various possible sanctions on US or non-US cos. or individuals that knowingly invest 
or are otherwise involved substantially in construction (or modernization, repair) of energy export 
pipelines by Russia – e.g., Nord Stream 2 – namely:

 make an investment that directly and significantly contributes to the enhancement of Russia’s ability to 
construct energy export pipelines, or

 sell, lease or provide to Russia, for such construction purpose, goods, services, technology, information 
or support that could directly and significantly facilitate the maintenance or expansion of construction, 
modernization or repair of Russian energy export pipelines

 if any of the above has fair market value of $1 million, or an aggregate fair market value of $5 million 
during any 12-month period

 there are some remaining softening points re CAATSA section 232 in the State Dep’t Guidance
clarification (despite the July 2020 update having closed the general grandfathering provision that had 
seemed to exempt Nord Stream 2) – namely: 

 covers only energy export pipelines that originate in Russia, and not those originating outside and transiting through 
Russia – thus, safe harbor for the CPC pipeline 

 and would not target investments / activities related to standard repair / maintenance of pipelines already in 
commercial operation as of 2 August 2017

 AND see slides 7 and 62-63 re the Dec. 2019 additional PEESA / NDAA 2020 sanctions aimed directly 
against Nord Stream 2 – and the PEESCA / NDAA 2021 further tightening now pending enactment 
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CAATSA / Guidances / Lists (cont’d)

– CAATSA has thus introduced a range of possible “secondary sanctions” – i.e., aimed at 
non-US persons (as well as potential new sanctions against US persons for certain conduct)  

 whether or not there is any US person / US nexus 

 but OFAC’s Oct. 2017 CAATSA Guidance reflects recognition that it would be inappropriate to 
penalize any / all foreigners’ activities – i.e., various possible dealings with SSIs (as opposed to 
SDNs) that aren’t prohibited for a US person

 for example

 per OFAC’s section 226 Guidance, FFIs are not to be subject to sanctions solely on basis of knowingly facilitating 
significant financial transactions on behalf of an SSI listed under Directives 1-4

 and per OFAC’s section 228 Guidance (appearing as FAQs 544-546 – and see FAQs 585, 589 and 590 as well):

 a transaction isn’t “significant” if US persons wouldn’t need a specific OFAC license to participate in it

 and if involves only an SSI entity there must also be a deceptive practice (attempt to obscure, conceal, evade) to be 
considered “significant”

 and even if an SSI entity is involved, and also involves deceptive practices, it is still not automatically “significant” –
rather, totality of circumstances (bearing in mind the below-specified factors) are considered

 but, caveat re the above and below references to US gov’t agency “guidances” or FAQs:

 they may be changed without notice (e.g., the July 2020 amended State Dep’t Guidance re CAATSA sec. 232)

 and in any event are not alone dispositive or otherwise sufficient to pursue a particular course of action, without 
specific agency authorization and/or targeted professional advice
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CAATSA / Guidances / Lists (cont’d)

 what is a “significant” transaction (in “totality of the facts and circumstances”)?

 in the State Dep't and OFAC Oct. 2017 Guidances, there are slightly differing elaborations of the 
“totality of facts and circumstances” factors taken into account, in view of the differing focuses of the 
specific CAATSA provisions at issue – but basic similarity

 the State Dep't Guidance on section 231 implementation (re transactions with LSP-listed Russian 
defense / intelligence entities) highlights 

 relation to / significance of US national security and foreign policy interests, and significance of defense / 
intelligence nature 

 versus goods / services for purely civilian end-use / end-user weighing heavily against determination of 
significance 

 and also notes that unity with allied countries will be taken into account as a factor … even with regard to 
such countries’ purchase of Russian military equipment (from entities on the CAATSA section 231 List)

 and see elaboration on this in State Dept’s release and press conf. transcript of Sept. 2018 (see slide 58 for 
links) 

 the State Dep't Guidance on section 225 (re investments into certain Russian oil projects) notes, among 
relevant factors, “the relation and significance of the investment to the Russian energy sector”

 the OFAC Guidances on sections 226 (re certain energy or defense-related activities etc.) and 228 
(facilitating significant transactions for any sanctioned entity etc.) set out several factors 

 keying on size, number, frequency, nature, management’s level of awareness / whether part of pattern of 
conduct / nexus with blocked person (for FFIs’ financial transactions) / impact on statutory objectives / 
whether involves deceptive practices 

 and other factors deemed relevant on case-by-case basis
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CAATSA / Guidances / Lists (cont’d)

• CAATSA section 241 Report and Lists:

– US Treasury Dep't in January 2018 issued its required Report to Congress (per CAATSA sec. 241) 
re Russia’s senior political figures, oligarchs and parastatal entities 

– Comprising an unclassified main report with list-appendices, and a classified annex

– This Report was not a sanctions list (as stated in the Report itself, and in OFAC’s accompanying 
FAQ 552, and in CAATSA sec. 241 itself)

– The unclassified part

 listed 114 senior political figures – in the Presidential Administration, Cabinet of Ministers, and “other senior 
political leaders” (including the CEOs of many of Russia’s largest majority state-owned companies such as 
Messrs. Miller, Sechin, Gref, Kostin and Chemezov – some of whom were already or have since become 
SDNs)

 and 96 “oligarchs” – Russian individuals having a net worth estimated at $1 billion (apparently just taken 
from the Forbes list, set out in alphabetical order … a few having since become SDNs – see slide 33 above)

– The classified annex (submitted only to Congress) apparently featured

 a list of Russia’s “parastatal entities” (companies having ≥25% state ownership and 2016 revenues of 
>$2 billion – see such an unofficial list, in Russian, created / published by Kommersant newspaper on 
30 Jan. 2018), an assessment of their role in Russia’s economy, etc.

 the oligarchs’ (apparently including some not included on the unclassified list of 96) “closeness to the 
Russian regime” and sources of income, location of assets, etc.

 an overview of key US economic sectors’ exposure to Russian persons and entities

 an analysis of possible impact of additional sanctions on these persons / entities
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CAATSA / Guidances / Lists (cont’d)

– Mixed messages from Trump Administration upon/since release of those Jan. 2018 Report / Lists

– But the April 2018 SDN individuals designations came from among those on the Jan. 2018 List (and 
there have since been some threats of more, including per the proposed DASKA Act if ever enacted) 

– And subsequent public news reports and further private sense 

 that some leading oligarchs have been restructuring holdings to reduce potential or actual sanctions exposure

 and a number of state / “parastatal” companies are making preparations for possible further sanctions imposition

– And a few legal challenges against inclusion on this List (e.g., successful Gapontsev case – slide 36)

– Bottom-line note: companies considering dealing with any individuals or entities on these lists should 
have in mind the additional risks / due diligence concerns raised, and proceed with caution

• And companion January 2018 report to Congress on the Effects of Expanding Sanctions to include 
Russian Sovereign Debt and Derivative Products (per CAATSA sec. 242)

– Had an unclassified main text; not clear if it also had a classified annex

– Did not recommend in favor of such sanctions expansion (given the effects this would have on the 
ban on US and European, as well as the Russian, financial markets) 

– But note that a limited version of this sanction – ban on US banks’ participating in primary market for 
Russian non-ruble sovereign debt – is one of the CBW Act second-round measures in 2019 (see slides 
67-68 below)

– This limited Trump Administration measure has so far served to forestall Congressional appetite for 
possible broader Russian sovereign debt ban (but more may now be brewing – see slide 6 above) 
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CAATSA / Guidances / Lists (cont’d)

• Executive Order 13849 of 20 Sept. 2018 – re implementation of certain CAATSA sections

– Its detailed provisions, in four main sections, essentially authorize / amplify / guide 
implementation by State Dep't and Treasury Dep't (the two agencies that share most CAATSA 
application/enforcement authority), for cases where the President has determined to impose 
sanctions under four specific CAATSA sections

– The CAATSA sanctions sections singled out here are

 section 224(a) – re Russian activities undermining cyber-security (see slide 51)

 section 231(a) – re transactions with the Russian defense/intelligence sectors (see slide 52)

 section 232(a) – re development of Russian energy export pipelines (see slide 53)

 section 233(a) – re investment in or facilitation of Russian privatizations (see slide 52) 

 note that the sanctions authorized under all four of these CAATSA sections are imposable against both 
US persons (primary sanctions) and foreign persons (secondary sanctions)

– And see related OFAC FAQ 627 of 20 Sept. 2018 on this

– Selection of these four CAATSA sections: some insights / questions

 thus far, flowing from this EO the Trump Administration has imposed only new section 231 defense-related 
sanctions – against a Chinese state military enterprise and its director (see slide 42) 

 the special focus on section 231 enforcement is shown in the 20 Sept. 2018 State Dep't release and a related 
public release – and further emphasized in State’s background briefing of same date (see the Transcript) 

 not yet clear why only the specific other three CAATSA sections (re cyber, export pipelines and privatization –
see above) were included – but there has been no CAATSA enforcement (only threats) to date re pipelines 
(despite the new Nord Stream sanctions basis – see slides 7 and 53) or re privatizations

 note that there have been several CAATSA section 224 (cyber-related) SDN designations (see slide 43) –
against Russian and other non-US entities and individuals (though not specifically linked to this EO)
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CAATSA / Guidances / Lists (cont’d)

• Some further CAATSA interpretative / application points

– Important issue: whether all / any of these tightened and new anti-Russia secondary sanctions may 
be imposed against Russian as well as other non-US companies / individuals

 by the technical CAATSA wording, yes – though such imposition against “target-country” persons isn’t 
traditional in US sanctions practice

 and the fact of only CAATSA section 226 (amending UFSA section 5) being expressly aimed at “Russian 
and other foreign financial institutions” (emphasis added) might be taken as another sign that 
otherwise Russian entities/individuals are not intended to be caught – i.e., that they are and can 
continue to be more easily targeted by existing/future primary sanctions as SDNs or SSIs

 but in fact in 2018 a number of Russian companies and individuals have been SDN-designated for 
cyber-related activities under CAATSA section 224 (and we suppose that some Russian companies / 
individuals already put on the section 231 LSP List, or others, might be vulnerable to same); and there 
can be no guarantee that this trend may not spread to targeting Russian companies / individuals under 
other CAATSA sections too – but no such new enforcement actions yet

– In any event, here again, the mere possibility / threat of such application against otherwise non-
sanctioned or at least non-SDN Russian companies / banks now makes some of them pause before 
doing possible sanctions-targeted business with sanctioned or possibly sanctioned Russian 
companies (especially with SDNs) under any of the CAATSA provisions 

– And non-Russian companies / banks certainly have become more cautious about doing any such 
business with Russian cos. (whether sanction targets or not) in general … all the more so with the 
April 2018 SDN designations (core-economy oligarchs / their companies) and some newer US actions
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CAATSA / Guidances / Lists (cont’d)

 See a reported Jan. 2020 Finnish court decision dismissing claim by Boris Rotenberg, a US-designated SDN, that 
certain Scandinavian banks refused to serve his Euro accounts 

 And a similar (Sept. 2019) English court judgement that upheld a bank’s secondary sanctions risk argument against 
(non-USD) payment to creditor (a Vekselberg-affiliated entity); and also reported new Dec. 2020 Swiss court ruling 
against same Vekselberg affiliate (involving USD deposit at Swiss bank – so, involved primary sanctions)

 See also interesting 2018 English court judgement in the Mamancochet case involving claim vs. UK insurers controlled 
by US persons on Iranian insured loss

– Also a Singapore arbitration filed by Mordashov-owned Power Machines (“PM”) vs. Petrovietnam (“PV” –
Vietnam’s state oil & gas co.) – per Nov. 2019 press report

 the dispute relates to Vietnam thermal power plant project on which PM is general contractor

 PV evidently stopped paying, on the basis of secondary sanctions risk, after PM was SDN-designated in Jan. 2018 (re 
turbines to Crimea scandal – see slide 41); 

 a US heavy equipment supplier is reported to have cancelled its contract with PM (and various int’l banks reported to 
decline further project payments involving PM), on same basis

 and see Jan. 2020 press report that PM willing to carry on with project per non-USD payments

– But see newest English court decision rejecting loan debtor PDVSA’s sanctions defense argument for non-
payment: seen as “return to orthodoxy” under English law – and also the recent French court decision re 
US secondary sanctions (both links at slide 14)

– Note also this series of reported European court cases 

 holding that European cos. refusal to perform under contracts (e.g., with an Iran or Cuba entity) for fear of exposure 
to US secondary sanctions may well not be justified by force majeure – and may also violate EU Blocking Statute

 including April 2020 Dutch court decision in the PGP case (see report)

– Note: there is still a CAATSA exemption for Russian suppliers for NASA or DoD space launches

– And note the Russian counter-measures enacted in response to CAATSA and the April 2018 SDN 
designations – and more still to come? (see slides 85-89 below) 
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CAATSA / Guidances / Lists (cont’d)

• CAATSA – potential penalties (same as for OFAC / BIS regs. violations – based on underlying 
laws)

– Civil: $307,922 (per most recent inflation adjustment) per violation, or up to twice the value of the 
transaction that was the basis for violation

– Criminal: up to $1 million per violation, and individuals could be imprisoned (for up to 20 years) for 
criminal violations

– These being in addition to the CAATSA-referenced menus of potential sanctions themselves – for 
non-US persons, involving various penalties re business in/with the US (and which can also include 
some possible personal penalties against CEOs / other officers of a sanctioned company)

• Possible consultation with US authorities

– Many US, allied-nation and other companies have been seeking private clarifications from State and 
Treasury Departments re the possible CAATSA application to their Russian dealings

– For example, note the reported approach to / blessing from State Dep't re a major non-US energy 
company’s participation in Russia deepwater drilling in 2017 (and other companies’ reported similar 
consultations re Russian unconventional resource project participation)

– And India’s apparently getting a specific waiver to protect it from CAATSA section 231 sanctions in 
connection with a major new arms purchase from Russia, under a special US defense law provision 
amending CAATSA to allow this (contrast with treatment of China – see slide 42)

– But most Russian companies seem hesitant to seek such, unless they need to 

 e.g., already-designated SDNs applying for delisting – including En+, RUSAL etc. … see slide 36)

 and some more direct court challenges to SDN and/or Oligarch List designations (see slides 10 and 36 above)
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Export Pipeline Sanctions

• PEESCA / NDAA 2021 (see summary at slide 7) pending – further expansion of 
existing NDAA 2020 Nord Stream 2 (and TurkStream 2) sanctions 

• NDAA 2020 (section 7503, pp. 2637-2646) as relates to Russian export pipelines 
– PEESA) essential contents

– Required Administration report to Congress within 60 days of enactment (i.e., in mid-Feb. 
2020), and then each 90 days thereafter, identifying: (a) vessels involved in pipe-laying (at 
depth of >100 feet) for NS2, TurkStream (though the first line of that project (TurkStream
1) was then already complete), or any successor project to either; (b) foreign persons that 
knowingly have (i) sold, leased, provided those vessels, or (ii) facilitated deceptive or 
structured transactions to provide such vessels 

– President shall (upon the first 60-day report date) exercise powers to block all 
property/interests in the US etc. of any company that is in violation of the requirements as 
of 20 Dec. 2019 enactment date (and so on thereafter) – subject to wind-down, exceptions 
and waiver provisions (see next slide)

– And exclude corporate officers and controlling shareholders of the above from entry into the 
US (or other involved foreign persons), and possible related blocking of property/interests 

– No sanctions yet levied under this new law (no new pipe-laying has begun yet as of early 
Dec. 2020 – though may soon resume)
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Export Pipeline Sanctions (cont’d)

– There is a de-facto wind-down period

 for persons having, not later than 30 days after the 20 Dec. 2019 enactment, engaged in good faith efforts 
to wind down operations that would otherwise subject the person to the sanctions

 this could be subject to different interpretations – but in any event Allseas immediately suspended work 

 see also OFAC FAQ 815 of 20 Dec. 2019 in this regard (and State Dept. 27 Dec. 2019 Fact Sheet)

– Plus typical exception and waiver authorities, including for 

 repair / maintenance / environmental remediation re pipelines, or safety of vessels and crew

 national security and national interest waivers

– And a "termination and sunset" provision – which would end the sanctions authority (and any 
sanctions already imposed) on the earlier of (i) 5 years from enactment or (ii) the date on which 
the President certifies to Congress that appropriate safeguards have been put in place

 to minimize Russia's ability to use the pipeline project as a tool of coercion / potential leverage (including by 
achieving unbundling of energy production/transmission in Europe), and 

 to ensure that the project would not result in a >25% decrease in volume of Russian energy exports 
transiting through existing pipelines in other countries, particularly Ukraine, relative to the 2018 average 
monthly volumes (note that the reported Russia-Ukraine gas transit extension agreement for 2020-2024 
might serve to satisfy this requirement – will need analysis over time)

• And see the closely related CAATSA section 232 (slide 53, and the recently updated / 
stiffened State Dep’t guidance thereon (slide 8)
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CBW Act Sanctions

• History / first round – August 2018

– Adopted under the Chemical and Biological Weapons Control and Warfare Elimination 
Act of 1991 (the “CBW Act”) and related EO 12851 of June 1993

– First announced by State Dep't Determinations notice in Aug./Sept. 2018

– Triggered by finding that the Russian gov’t was responsible for the Skripal poisoning by 
Novichok in England in March 2018 (which Russia continues to deny)

– The first round of these new sanctions went into effect immediately in Aug. 2018 – with 
certain exceptions/waivers (per State Dep't finding that such are essential to US national 
security interests) – namely:

 a ban on foreign assistance, arms sales and related financing (with exception granted for gov’t 
space cooperation and commercial space launches), and denial of US gov’t credit / guarantees / 
other financial assistance

 and a ban on exports/reexports of national security-sensitive goods and technology to Russia 

 these being items designated as “NS 1” or “NS 2” on the Commerce Control List (“CCL” – Supp. No. 1 to  
Part 740 of EAR), all of which previously had been exportable with license for Russia

 there are many such items – spanning the whole CCL:  nuclear materials, facilities and equipment; special 
materials, equipment, chemicals, microorganisms, toxins etc.; materials processing; electronics; 
computers; technology and information security; sensors and lasers; navigation and avionics; marine; and 
aerospace / propulsion 
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CBW Act Sanctions (cont’d)

– But at the same time, the following exceptions/waivers from the ban on national 
security goods/technology were also stated:

 items eligible for several standard License Exceptions will remain so (i.e., no license 
application needed)

 safety-of-flight items (for civil passenger aviation) – case-by-case licensing still OK

 “deemed exports/reexports” to Russian nationals in the US – licensing permitted on case-
by-case basis unless otherwise prohibited

 to wholly-owned US (and other foreign-company) subsidiaries in Russia – on same basis

 in support of gov’t space cooperation and common space launches – on same basis

 to commercial end-users (for civil end-uses) – on same basis

 for state-owned/-funded enterprises – case-by-case licensing, but presumption of denial

– And the law provides for a rebuttable presumption against retroactive application 
to contracts already entered into prior to late Aug. 2018

– Keep in mind also the BIS Feb. 2020 final rule (see slide 12), which may have 
narrowed the above-noted August 2018 exceptions/waivers; careful case-by-case 
consultation is needed in this area 
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– Per the CBW Act, if Russia hadn’t met the following three conditions by 90 days after 
the initial determination (so, in Nov. 2018), as certified by the President to Congress: 

… that the RF gov’t (i) is no longer using chemical / biological weapons etc.; (ii) has 
provided reliable assurances that it won’t do so in future; and (iii) is willing to allow 
relevant on-site inspections by UN or other internationally recognized impartial 
observers etc. to confirm same

– This of course didn’t happen (indeed, the State Dep't in Nov. 2018 notified Congress 
that Russia ignored the deadline)

– So the President (in consultation with Congress) was required to impose at least three 
of the following six possible further sanctions:

 opposing loans/assistance from multilateral development banks (IFIs – e.g., World Bank, IMF)

 ban on US banks making almost any loan or providing any credit to the RF Gov’t

 additional restrictions on exports of goods or technologies to Russia

 restrictions on the imports into the US of articles (which may include petroleum or any 
petroleum products) produced in Russia

 downgrading or suspension of diplomatic relations

 ban on air carriers owned or controlled (directly or indirectly) by the RF Gov’t from flying to 
or from the US
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CBW Act Sanctions (cont’d)

• Second round – August 2019

– Trump Administration in fact imposed the required three of six menu-items – and with 
various narrowing interpretations, exceptions and waivers

 by Executive Order (“EO”) 13883 of 1 August 2019, and follow-on clarifying State and OFAC releases

 these sanctions (taken together with the waivers also simultaneously granted) seem to have quite 
narrow/limited “bite” as a practical matter

– State Dep’t Release of 2 August 2019 announced the three selected new sanctions:

1) US opposition to any loan or financial assistance to Russia by int’l financial institutions (IFIs) 

 but there has been very little if any such loan / assistance activity to Russia in recent years in any event

 and the US, while having weighty vote, doesn’t have formal veto power over these (World Bank, IMF)

2) prohibition on US banks’ (i) participating in the primary market for non-ruble denominated Russian 
sovereign debt, and (ii) lending non-ruble denominated funds to the Russian government

 thus, US banks are still free to purchase Russian sovereign debt on the secondary market

 and the ban on lending to the Russian “government” is narrowly defined as being only to the “Russian sovereign” 
– so that lending to Russian gov’t-owned companies is untouched by this new sanction (but OFAC Directives 1 
and 2 still restrict lending to the designated state-owned banks and energy companies – see slides 19–20 above)

3) additional export licensing restrictions on Dep’t of Commerce controlled goods / technology

 stated to apply only to items controlled for chemical and biological weapons proliferation reasons 

 and the same waivers (license exceptions) that applied to first-round CBW Act sanctions (slide 65) continued to 
apply here on case-by-case basis (and with same presumption of denial for state-owned / -funded entities)

 But such availability of waivers now tightened by most recent Commerce/BIS rules (see slides 12 and 30) 
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CBW Act Sanctions (cont’d)

– OFAC CBW Act Directive of 2 August 2019 – provides definitions/details on the US bank 
lending sanctions, confirming that:

 foreign branches of US banks, as well as US branches and subs of foreign banks, are covered

 gives further wide definition of US “bank” – including depositories, securities/options brokers and 
dealers, forward contract and foreign exchange merchants, securities and commodities exchanges, 
investment companies, and employee benefit plans 

 confirms that “Russian sovereign” means any Russian ministry, agency or sovereign fund (including 
Central Bank, National Wealth Fund, Ministry of Finance) – but does not include Russian state-owned 
enterprises (though again, keep in mind OFAC Directives 1 and 2)

– Finally (for now) State Dep't Notice in 26 August 2019 Fed. Reg. 

 memorialized the new CBW-related export control sanction, but also incorporated and appeared to 
somewhat expand/adjust the first-round export control sanction (slides 64-66) 

 so special caution is needed with regard to any possibly sensitive exports / reexports to Russia (and 
all the more so per newest Commerce/BIS rules – see generally slides 12, 27-32) 

• Note also the risk of imposition of secondary sanctions on non-US persons under 
CAATSA (see slides 47-61) for certain violations of the CBW Act sanctions

– The CBW Act (and the EO triggering this second round) isn’t among the sanctions acts 
specifically covered under CAATSA (see its section 222(a))

– But CAATSA section 228 catches anyone who “facilitates a significant transaction” for or on 
behalf of “any person subject to [US] sanctions…” (i.e., could mean any sanctions)

• And note the current (as of Dec. 2020) threat of further US sanctions legislation 
touching this sphere, and/or further application of the CBW Act, per the Navalny
poisoning (see slides 5-6) 
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Proposed Further US Laws

• DASKA Act (DASKAA)
– See the Dec. 2019 amended draft approved by Senate Foreign Relations Committee; and see Senate sponsors’ 18 Dec. 2019 

statement, and State Dept’s 17 Dec. 2019 letter stating Administration’s opposing views 

– Now (as of fall 2020) some renewed focus on possibly moving it forward to enactment (see slide 5 above)

– Would amend/enlarge CAATSA in various ways (incl. enlarging scope of possible secondary sanctions – applicable to non-US 
persons) … including mandating sanctions against:

 Russian malicious cyber activities; shipbuilding industry; individuals and parastatal entities thought to be close to President Putin (and 
their family members, and financial institutions engaging in significant transactions with them)

 a wide range of Russian domestic energy projects, and global energy projects involving certain Russian companies, including 

 making investments in LNG “export facility located outside of [Russia]” (with low $ thresholds) 

 making investments in energy project (unclear meaning) outside Russia that also has involvement by a Russian parastatal or state-
owned/controlled company (where total value of project is >$250 million)

 that sell, lease, provide to Russia goods, services, technology, financing or support that could directly/significantly contribute to 
Russia’s ability to develop/produce crude oil resources in Russia (including with respect to associated infrastructure)

 excludes maintenance of existing projects

 USG to issue guidance as to (i) scope/application of the exception, and (ii) listing specific covered goods, services, technology, financing, support

 US persons’ dealing in Russian sovereign debt (this would expand the current limited CBW Act ban re Russia’s sovereign debt – see 
slide 67)

– Menu of possible sanctions is from existing CAATSA (mainly re commerce in/with US)

• Further anti-Russia sanctions package proposed in June 2020 by a Task Force of the Republican Study 
Committee (“RSC” – a national security focused group in the US House of Representatives) 
– Advocates DASKAA enactment and further strengthening of the NS2 sanctions (already well in progress – see slides 5-8 above)

– And, among other things

 SDN designation of VEB (Vnesheconombank – already an SSI entity under OFAC Directive 1, see slide 19)

 sanctions on SWIFT (Society of Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications) until it expels Russia from the SWIFT system

 designation Russia as state sponsor of terrorism

– Such proposed measures may seem extreme – but in the current environment this RSC report can’t be dismissed as a non-
starter 

• And three more proposed new sanctions laws introduced into the US Senate in Sept.-Oct. 2020 – see summary 
and links at slide 6 above
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EU Sectoral Sanctions

Overview
• The EU sanctions regime (in Council Reg. No 833/2014 of 31 July 2014, most recently amended by 

Reg. 2019/1163 of 5 July 2019 focuses on financial, energy, and dual-use / military sectors 

– Now in effect to 31 Jan. 2021 (and likely to keep being extended for now)

– Was fairly well coordinated with US … but no longer, with CAATSA / Nord Stream / secondary sanctions, etc.

‒ E.g.: no sanctions on anything re Russian gas-focused projects (given Europe’s dependence on Russian 
gas supplies) … and maybe not interpreted to cover condensate (see slide 24 above)?

‒ And no sanctions on any oil & gas projects with Russian participation outside Russia (or on Russian energy 
export pipelines)

‒ And guidance notice exempting mere correspondent banking (payment / settlement services) from the loan / 
credit bans – thus more lenient than analogous US rule / interpretation (but see slide 84 re new UK interp.)

‒ And, unlike the US, no broad-reach blacklisting into leading commercial entities, CEOs of leading state-owned 
cos. (and no Rosneft for business with Venezuela, no Chinese cos. for business with Iran, etc.)

• Much easier to grasp the basic EU rules than the US ones (and all the more so now, with all the newer US 
acts and regs.) – essentially all in one document’s four corners

• But the devil (?) is in the diversity:

– Each member state competent authority interprets, authorizes (where called for) or denies, enforces, … and 
sets / imposes its own penalties

– Unlike the US … where this is all a uniform, federal-level matter

– Though some coordination / consistency is called for in the Regulation

– And see EU Commission Guidance Note of 16 Dec. 2014 (as amended most recently 25 Aug. 2017) – FAQs
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EU Sectoral Sanctions (cont’d)

• And now must have in mind Brexit

– The EU sanctions continue to apply in UK during the transition period
(i.e., at least to 31 Dec. 2020)

– But independent UK rules have already been adopted

– And emerging differences between the EU and UK Regs already create some 
real questions (see slide 84 below, and FT report) 

Energy

• Per the initial July 2014 energy-sector sanctions / authorization regime 
(Reg. art. 3):

– Prior authorization is required for sale, supply, transfer or export, directly or 
indirectly, of the items listed in Annex II (see link to the Reg. at slide 18)

 to any person or entity in Russia or elsewhere

 if for use in Russia (clarified to include its EEZ and Continental Shelf – but not clear 
whether includes Russian sector of Caspian Sea)

– Authorization is to be considered / granted by competent authority “of the 
member state where the exporter is established ”, per other EU rules
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EU Sectoral Sanctions (cont’d)

Energy (cont’d)

– But authorization shall not be granted for supply etc. of Annex II items

 if reasonable grounds to determine that is for Russian oil (incl. condensate?) E&P projects:

 in waters deeper than 150 meters (circa 492 feet)

 in offshore areas north of the Arctic Circle

 in shale formations by way of hydraulic fracturing (but not including E&P activities through
shale formations to locate/extract oil from non-shale reservoirs)

 except for 

 execution of obligation arising from contract concluded before 1 Aug. 2014 – or, per Dec. 2014 
liberalization, from “ancillary contracts necessary for the execution of such contracts”, or 

 items necessary in case of certain events threatening health, safety or environment

 in fact, there have been many such license applications / approvals to date (for European and 
US companies, and EU subsidiaries / JVs of Russian energy companies) 

 and further note – EU has not followed US CAATSA / OFAC Directive 4 expansion of coverage to 
any such project worldwide having ≥33% ownership or >50% voting interest by designated 
Russian company(ies) 
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EU Sectoral Sanctions (cont’d)

Energy (cont’d)

• Restricted activities include (per Reg. art. 3a, as amended Dec. 2014):

– Provision, directly or indirectly, of specified types of “associated services necessary for” 
deepwater, Arctic offshore, shale oil E&P projects (same litany-detail as for art. 3 – see slide 
71 above) in Russia including in its EEZ and Continental Shelf (again note uncertainty re 
Russia’s Caspian zone):

 these specified types of services:

[* Note: EU Guidance Note FAQ 10 exempts “supply vessels such as platform supply vessels, anchor
handling tug and supply vessels or emergency response vessels”]

 and the same exceptions apply for

 execution of an obligation arising from a prior (pre-12 Sept. 2014) contract / agreement or 
follow-on ancillary contracts, or

 services necessary in case of certain events threatening health, safety or environment

 again, otherwise apparently no scope for authorization here – rather, a pure prohibition for / to all 
(if neither of the above two carve-outs applies)

 but may be attainable for activities (per Reg. arts 3 or 3a) in shallow-water portion of mixed 
shallow/deep water field?
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EU Sectoral Sanctions (cont’d)

Energy (cont’d)

• Also, provision of the following services related to any Annex II items needs 
authorization from national competent authority (per art. 4.3 – existing since 
the initial July 2014 version of the Reg., and as refined by the Dec. 2014 
amendment):

– Technical assistance (or brokering services) re Annex II items and re provision, 
manufacture, maintenance and use of those items directly or indirectly 

 to anyone in Russia (including its EEZ and Shelf)

 or to anyone in any other country if concerns items for use in Russia (including EEZ / Shelf)

– Financing or financial assistance re Annex II items – including grants, loans and export 
credit insurance 

 for any sale, supply, transfer or export of those items

 or for any provision of related technical assistance

 also (as above for technical assistance) directly or indirectly to anyone in Russia (including its  
EEZ / Shelf) or to anyone in another country for use in Russia (including its EEZ / Shelf)

– Per art. 4.4, authorizations may be granted on same basis as set out in art. 3 (and 
possible emergency services, with prompt post-reporting – per arts. 4.3 and 3.5)
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EU Sectoral Sanctions (cont’d)

Finance – for Energy (and Military) Sector Companies

• Prohibits (per Reg. art. 5.2) direct or indirect purchase or sale of, provision of investment 
services for or assistance in issuance of, or other dealings with, certain debt or equity 
“transferable securities” (and money-market instruments) issued after 12 Sept. 2014 by

– Rosneft, Transneft, Gazpromneft (the three currently designated entities engaged in “sale or 
transportation of crude oil or petroleum products” (… not including Novatek) – per Annex VI), 
their non-EU subs (50% owned), or persons or entities acting at their behalf / direction

– Applies to debt securities, including money market instruments, with maturity 30 days (note 
OFAC Directive 2 now is = 60 days max.) 

– And note the relevant “transferable securities” definition: “… which are negotiable on the capital 
market” (some uncertainty re whether equity investment in LLC-type cos. is covered: some 
specialist practitioners take the view that it isn’t – but can’t surely rely on this)

– And see EU Guidance Note FAQ 36 allowing modifications to transferable securities depending on 
materiality – i.e., if would not “actually or potentially result in additional capital being made 
available to a targeted entity”

• Same basic prohibition re the three designated Russian entities connected with military-sector 
goods / services – including United Aircraft Corp. (per Annex V), with exception for space / 
nuclear sector entities (and a hydrazine exception)

• And note that the EU rule / interpretation re depositary receipts (GDRs etc.) appears to be 
stricter than that of the US (compare EU Guidance Note FAQ 37-39 with OFAC FAQ 391)
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EU Sectoral Sanctions (cont’d)

Finance – for Russian Banks

• Prohibits (per Reg. art. 5.1) purchase or sale of, provision of investment services for 
or assistance in the issuance of, or other dealings with, “transferable securities” or 
money-market instruments

– issued by the 5 Russian banks designated in Annex III (Sberbank, VTB, Gazprombank, 
VEB, Rosselkhozbank – Russian Agricultural Bank) 

 or their non-EU subs (50% owned) 

 so, essentially the same coverage as the US OFAC sanctions 

– or persons or entities acting on their behalf or at their direction

• Applies to

– debt securities issued (i) 2 Aug. - 12 Sept. 2014, with maturity 90 days; and (ii) after 
12 Sept. 2014, with maturity 30 days (note OFAC Directive 1 now is = 14 days max.)

– and to equity securities issued after 12 Sept. 2014

• See EU Guidance Note FAQs 33-34, addressing what EU subs of targeted Russian 
bank entities can / can’t do (including warning re passing on funds = circumvention) 
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EU Sectoral Sanctions (cont’d)

Loans – for Energy (and Military) Companies and Banks 

• Prohibits (per Reg. art. 5.3) directly or indirectly making or being “part of any 
arrangement to make” new loans / credits with maturity 30 days after 12 
Sept. 2014 to any entity covered under the previous two slides – namely

– the three Russian energy-sector companies (per Annex VI) 

– the five Russian banks (per Annex III)

– the three Russian military-sector companies (per Annex V)

– or their non-EU subs, or persons acting on their behalf or at their direction

• And see EU Guidance Note, FAQ 31 

– rollover of an existing debt is allowed, subject to 30-day maturity restriction

– but succession of rollovers each with maturity of ≤30 days may = circumvention
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EU Sectoral Sanctions (cont’d)

Loans – for Energy (and Military) Companies and Banks (cont’d)

• Certain carve-outs provided (per Reg. art. 5.3, amended as of Dec. 2014) 

– Trade finance exemption: for “loans or credit having a specific / documented objective to provide financing for non-prohibited 
imports or exports of goods and non-financial services between the [EU] and any third State” (intended for use by targeted 
entity)

– But not for purpose of funding any such entity (see art. 12)

– Practical approach to the interplay here: compliant vs. circumvention? (see Reg. art. 12) 

– And see EU Guidance Note FAQ 11: this exception “should be interpreted narrowly” (but also FAQs 11-21 clarifications)

• And note these further EU Guidance Note FAQ clarifications  

– Post-Sept. 2014 cancellation of a pre-Sept. 2014 loan = prohibited new loan (FAQ 25)

– A new term deposit at a targeted bank isn’t barred (but see FAQ 27 re circumvention)

– Correspondent banking (or other payment / settlement services) is in itself ≠ making or being part of arrangement to make new 
loan or credit (FAQ 28, and see FAQs 1 and 2) – contrast this with the US/OFAC position, see slide 20

– Payment terms / delayed payment for goods / services ≠ prohibited loan/credit – but warning that may suggest circumvention if 
(per FAQ 30)

 “not in line with normal business practice”, or 

 “have been substantially extended” since 12 Sept. 2014 

• Some forms of prepayment finance for Russian oil producers are permissible (and occurring daily)

• Note the Feb. 2020 UK Office of Financial Sanctions Implementation announcement of penalty against a major 
UK-based bank for making several loans to then-Sberbank-sub. Denizbank of Turkey in violation of Reg. article 5.3
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EU Sectoral Sanctions (cont’d)

Loans – for Energy (and Military) Companies and Banks (cont’d)

• And note art. 5.4 (introduced by Dec. 2014 clarification) – carving out from the general 
prohibition new drawdowns / disbursements under pre-12 Sept. loan / credit contracts

– If

 “all the terms and conditions” were agreed pre-12 Sept. 2014 and haven’t been modified since then; and

 before 12 Sept. 2014 “a contractual maturity date has been fixed for the repayment in full 
of all funds made available …”

– Possible issues re

 whether “all” terms and conditions really mean all (ref. FAQ 30 by analogy?)

 treatment of typical carry-type loans – re the “repayment in full” aspect (in case no commercial 
discovery)

• Again, see the various EU Guidance Note FAQ clarifications 

• Note – here again, there have been many such license applications / approvals to date 
(experience varying by member state)

• Also note a UK law granting power to impose fine of £1 million or 50% of deal value, 
for EU financial sanctions breaches as of April 2017 
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EU Sectoral Sanctions (cont’d)

Important Overarching Provisions

• The Reg. also bans knowing and intentional participation in activities having object or effect of 
circumventing the above prohibitions (Reg. art. 12)

• But, per art. 10, no liability w/o knowledge or reasonable cause to suspect that actions would 
violate

• Jurisdictional reach – the Reg. applies (art. 13, and see EU Guidance Note FAQ 8): 

– Within EU territory (or on board aircraft / vessels under member state jurisdiction)

– To any person, wherever located, who is an EU member state national

– To any entity, wherever acting, that is incorporated in an EU member state

– To any entity “in respect of any business done in whole or in part within the Union” 

• Note the distinctions between US / EU regs. overall reach – especially now with CAATSA

• And the “no claims … shall be satisfied” provision but without prejudice to “judicial review of 
the legality of the non-performance of contractual obligations in accordance with this 
Regulation” (Reg. art. 11) – interesting for lawyers 

• And note the 13 Sept. 2018 EU General Court decisions upholding the sectoral sanctions 
against challenges by Rosneft, Gazpromneft, Sberbank, VTB, VEB and others

– Rejecting challenges brought some years ago by Rosneft, Gazpromneft, Sberbank, VTB, VEB and others

– And now the European Court of Justice (ECJ – the EU’s top court) has affirmed these 
rejections/dismissals in its 25 June 2020 rulings in appeals by VTB and VEB, and 17 Sept. 2020 ruling in 
appeal by Rosneft (see links at slide 14) 
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EU Crimea Sanctions

• Reg. No. 692/2014 as amended

– Bars sale, supply, transfer, export of goods and technology (per this Reg’s Annex II) to any Crimean 
entity or individual or for use there 

– Covers oil & gas / other mineral resources and E&P, transport, telecoms, power sectors

– And further general ban on financing, corporate acquisitions, JVs, investment in real estate, 
construction / engineering services, investment services, tourism services 

• And see EU Information Note to EU Business Operating and/or Investing in Crimea / Sevastopol 
(Joint Working Doc. SWD/2014) of July 2014

– As amended August 2014, June 2015 and most recently Jan. 2018

– Gives updated summary of restrictions now in effect for EU-connected commercial activity there 
(though no real interpretive guidance)

• And EU’s Sept. 2017 blacklist reg. (see next slide) amendment to allow member state authorities 
to permit certain types of payments to Crimean Sea Ports 

• Note the still-reverberating 2017 scandal re Siemens gas turbines that found their way to Crimea 
(evidently without the company’s knowledge and despite its compliance program / efforts)

• And NL-based Booking.com’s 2018 announced discontinuance of tourist booking for Crimea 

• Some new EU designations in March 2019 following the Russia-Ukraine Black Sea naval incident, 
and in Jan. 2020 in connection with Crimean elections
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EU Direct Sanctions (SDN-like, etc.)

• The EU’s SDN-like “blacklist” Reg. No. 269/2014 of March 2014, and with updates

• And more names have been added in several update regs. to date

• Individuals and entities, including those added

– in January 2020, in connection with Crimean elections

– in March 2019, in connection with the Ukraine/Russia Kerch Strait naval incident 

– in 2018, in connection with construction of Kerch Bridge (to Crimea)

– in 2017 per the Siemens turbines affair

• All dealings with the blocked assets of listed persons (or their subs or certain other affiliates) etc. are 
generally prohibited

• And see EU Commission Opinion of 19 June 2020 re financial and other transactions with non-
blacklisted / designated entities that are owned or otherwise controlled by a blacklisted / designated 
person per Reg. 269/2014 

– Note the broad “control” understanding, including management and/or financial control or major influence
reflected here) – this ruling not being specific to the Russia sanctions

– And similar standard at Section 4.1 of UK July 2020 General Guidance

• Currently in effect to 15 March 2021 (extended as of 10 Sept. 2020)

• And several Russians (in connection with the 2018 Skripal poisoning in England, and now the Navalny
poisoning in Russia) are on the EU’s new list of chemical weapons proliferation/use violators – link
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UK Sanctions (post-Brexit)

• UK left the EU on 31 Jan. 2020, but transition period to (at least) 31 Dec. 2020

• The EU sanctions (see slides 70-82) continue to apply during this period

– But the UK has already adopted its own Russia sanctions, which diverge from the EU 
sanctions to some extent (e.g., the finance sanctions carve-out is limited to UK-based, 
rather than EU-based, subsidiaries of five targeted Russian banks – see slides 76-77)

– This is the Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019; enacted in April 2019 and the 
substantive provisions came into force on 31 Jan. 2020

– The Regulations revoke and replace the EU Regs (and the UK laws which give effect to 
them) as of transition period end, and allow the government then to autonomously 
amend/lift the existing sanctions, impose new sanctions etc.

– See also the accompanying Explanatory Memo from April 2019

 explaining the reasons for keeping sanctions on Russia and justifying associated criminal 
sanctions and penalties

 and two related reports per Sections 2(4) and 18 of the underlying Sanctions and Anti-Money 
Laundering Act of 2018

– And the UK’s underlying act on criminal liability for violations of the EU Russia sanctions 
– 2014 Regulations
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UK Sanctions (post-Brexit) (cont’d)

• New Russia sanctions Guidance of June 2020 – updating the original May 2019 
guidance, and now with FAQs 

– The FAQs reflect the same points as those comprising the EU Guidance Note last 
amended 2017 (see slide 18 above), but not as complete coverage

– With these notable differences 

 banks “payment and settlement services” (i.e., corresponding banking) are construed as 
“making” or “being part of an arrangement to make” a new loan or credit to a targeted entity 
(compare UK FAQ 6 with EU FAQ 28) – thus aligning UK’s position with the US position (see 
OFAC FAQ 371)

 the EU Regulation loan and trade finance sanction exceptions for EU subsidiaries / trade with 
the EU are narrowed to UK subsidiaries / trade with the UK – which will require extra care, 
not to violate either rule in applicable cases

• And 14 Sept. 2020 amended Notice and annexed list of blacklisted persons per 
EU Council Reg. 269/2014 (see slide 82)

• Also new 

– UK gov’t exchange of letters clarifying UK sanctions policy post-Brexit (see slide 14)

– “The Global Human Rights Sanctions Regulations 2020” of July 2020, imposing 
SDN-like blocking sanctions on initial list of several Russian (and Saudi, Myanmar and 
North Korean) officials alleged to be involved in gross human rights violations 

– Gov’t initiative to crack down on Russian oligarchs’ “money laundering” (see slide 14)
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https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/892741/OFSI_-_Russia_guidance_-_June_2020.pdf
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https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-announces-first-sanctions-under-new-global-human-rights-regime


Russia’s Countersanctions

• Russia enacted in 2018 a law “On Measures (Countermeasures) against 
Unfriendly Actions of the United States of America and/or Other Foreign 
Governments”, (the “Countermeasures Law” – full text is here, unofficial 
English translation available on request), which provides essentially as 
follows:

– Basic thrust is not to impose automatically – but rather to authorize the President or 
the Government to institute – various countermeasures (bans on import of goods / 
work / services, export bans, etc.) 

 upon finding of justification in anti-Russia sanctions measures (presumably including already-
effective and possible future ones) of the US and other countries that commit unfriendly actions

 “as well as against organizations located in the jurisdiction of [such countries], directly or 
indirectly controlled by [such countries] or affiliated with them, officials and citizens of [such 
countries], in the event such organizations, officials, and citizens are involved in the 
commission of unfriendly actions” vs. Russia

– Thus, this Law as enacted may well not have substantial effect on international trade 
with Russia, unless/until the Western sanctions and/or general political relations worsen 
to an extent deemed sufficient to trigger discretionary Russian executive actions under 
the Law 

– But wording uncertainties (see above and next slide) awaits authoritative interpretation 
and/or practice to clarify
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Russia’s Countersanctions (cont’d)

– These specific types of countermeasures are authorized:

 termination or suspension of “international cooperation” of Russia and Russian legal entities 
with such countries and organizations, in sectors to be determined by decision of the President

 prohibition or restriction on import into Russia of products or raw materials that originate from 
such countries or are produced by such organizations, with a list of such products / raw 
materials to be determined by the Government – and exceptions provided for (i) goods that are 
indispensable to life, analogues of which are not produced in Russia (e.g., certain 
pharmaceuticals), and (ii) goods imported for personal use

 prohibition or restriction on export from Russia of products or raw materials by such 
organizations or by citizens of such countries, again with a list of such products / raw materials 
to be determined by the Government 

 prohibition or restriction on performance of public-procurement-type works / services in Russia 
for Russian state agencies and certain state-owned legal entities, by such organizations, again 
with a list of such works / services to be determined by the Government

 prohibition or restriction on participation by such organizations or by citizens of such countries 
in Russian privatizations, as well as in performing services on behalf of Russia in connection 
with such privatizations of federal state property 

 and “other measures” by decision of the President (of course, this “catch-all” provision could be 
the basis for enactment of possible additional countermeasures, if sanctions-related tensions 
deteriorate further)
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Russia’s Countersanctions (cont’d)

– There are these additional closing provisions of note:

 the countermeasures provided in the Law are to be introduced (and removed) by the Government by decision of the 
President – or by the President on the basis of proposal by the Security Council

 the President may introduce a special “national regime” (or exceptions from it) with respect to goods and services 
originating from unfriendly countries if such countries introduce same for Russian goods and services

• And note there is a pending new set of draft amendments as of July 2020 to a pre-existing 
general Special Economic Measures Law of 2006 

– which would introduce a detailed mechanism on application of freezing/blocking of assets of blacklisted 
persons

– And a low greater-than-25% control threshold for entities in which blacklisted person(s) have an interest

– Adopted at first reading by Duma in late Oct.

• There was another proposed set of Russian law amendments in 2018 that would impose 

– Substantial administrative fines on any (foreign or local) person or company in Russia for compliance with 
US sanctions, and 

– Criminal liability on any Russian citizen who by willful action facilities the imposition of such anti-Russian 
sanctions

– Further in brief summary as follows: 

 The administrative violation part would be aimed at acts or omissions, for the purpose of implementing / 
complying with foreign sanctions, resulting in limitation or refusal of the ability of Russian citizens, companies 
and state entities (and their subsidiaries anywhere) to conduct “ordinary business operations or transactions”

 The criminal violation part would be aimed at commission by a Russian citizen of willful actions facilitating the 
imposition of foreign sanctions against Russian private and public persons and entities and their subsidiaries, 
including by providing recommendations and transfer of information that led or could have led to the 
imposition of foreign sanctions.  The possible criminal penalties for such a violation could include substantial 
fine or imprisonment
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Russia’s Countersanctions (cont’d)

– There have been a series of statements from the leading Duma sponsors of this proposed 
legislation, upon dialogue with Russian business leaders and supported by the President’s 
Administration, accentuating that the proposed administrative violation part (assuming 
this softened part remains as such if/when the bill is enacted) would be meant to cover 

 only refusal/restriction of “practically automatic”-type business dealings with Russian citizens / 
entities such as opening bank accounts, or sales that are by law open to any bidders etc. 

 as opposed to more individualized-type dealings such as opening / closing of bank branches 
(e.g., in Crimea), extending long-term credits

‒ This proposed act appears to remain dormant for now

● Russia also enacted a special SDN-like blocking sanctions edict in 2018, with 
implementing decree attaching specific designations, against Ukraine – which 
would have a further tightened regime under the above-noted pending law 
amendments (slide 87)

• Gov’t Decree No. 1767 of 30 Dec. 2018 includes threat of withholding/removing 
state pension funds etc. from Russian banks that cooperate with foreign sanctions 
against Russia (see its art. 2)
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Russia’s Countersanctions (cont’d)

● Foreign blocking statutes (such as Russia is in process of developing / 
implementing) and US law / practice: 

‒ What would be OFAC’s (or a US court’s) reaction, if Russia’s blocking legislation is 
enacted in some form, and a company (US, European, Russian, etc.) acts in a way 
that violates a US sanction (e.g., deals with an SDN individual or entity) on account of 
the new Russian-law mandate not to reject such dealings?  

‒ This is a complex subject in itself, which can’t be quickly summarized; suffice it to say 
here that 

 OFAC might take such claimed foreign-law mandate into account as one mitigating factor in 
an enforcement proceeding, but will not be controlled by it 

 the leading US court decision in the United States v. Brodie case on this subject to date –
essentially rejected such a defense raised by a US company (involving in part an earlier 
version of the EU Blocking Statute – see also slide 60) 
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